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£1.20 BEANZ MEANZ BUMZ! Volume 7, Number 10 PUBLISHED BY PAUL 

RAYMOND "THOSE FEATHERS GET EVERYWHERE!" PILLOW-FIGHT 

ORGY MANIA BI-GIRL BAKED BEAN BATH SEX BIZARRE TWISTY TINA 

TIES HERSELF IN A NUDE KNOT NUDE IN WEMBLEY WA-HEY! OUR 

GIRLS HIT LONDON LINZI DREW'S TRUE BLUE FETISH FILE: SLAP IT AND 

SEE! FOREPLAY Doing more turning than tossing at night? Join in with our live girl 

romp for a pheasant plucking pillow fight on page 7 and let our girls knock the 

stuffing out of you! And you can Freak Out with our Razzle exclusive on page 32. 

Yes! We interview the girl with three tits, see her and read all about her revelations, 

you'll be amazed - and worn Beans means fun Jo opens up out! Beans means fun with 

our Flat Mates on page 47, dunking their didgeridoos in a bath tub of goo - and 

coming out feeling hornier than ever. We look at sex, doggy fashion, on page 42 and 

if you're in the mood for a spot of spanking turn to page 24, where we get to grips 

with a firm pair of red raw buttocks. Home is where the heart Test your tubes Plenty 

of stuffing is on page 19, as Razzle's Girls About Town frolic their frillies, and less, in 

and around London. A bit up the back is for you to cut out and keep - you'll turn the 

lights out, but never sleep. Find out for yourself on page 79! Publisher: Paul 

Raymond, Editor: Stephen Bleach, Assistant Editor: Jennie Crasswell, Art Director: 

Ian Midson, Art Editor: Cally Stewart, Art Assistant: Ian Jackson, Advertising 

Director: James Macleod, Circulation Director: Mike Stall, Legal Adviser: Carl 

Snitcher. Shaven havens LITTLE TITTERS Revived 44s William from Dorset writes: 

Down in my part of the country there are plenty of guest houses and bed and breakfast 

stop overs. After careful observation, I've noticed that all the female owners are 

buxom, bonny lasses with large waists and boobs to match. I'd love to see a pair of 

mammoth mammaries belonging to a real bustling, big boobed landlady. Okay, Will, 

feast your eyes on Eileen from The Seaview guest house, Poole in Dorset - Ed I take it 

you're not in the mood then? Listen.. about my criticism of your magic act.2 .BALL 

POINTS CHESTNUT CORNER Q: What's 80 pages of fun and hands out fivers for a 

laugh? A: Razzle That's right readers - we're now giving a crisp £5 note for every joke 

we publish. So tickle us with your funnies and laugh all the way to the off-licence. 

Send 'em to: Chestnut Corner, Razzle Magazine, 2 Archer Street, London W1V 7HE. 

There's an awful lot of sexy action goin' on out there - screwing, chewing, wooing, 

doing unto others etc - and we've got plenty of pages set aside for the purpose. Spill 

the beans to us here at Razzle, 2 Archer Street, London W1V 7HE. And if you send us 

a picture we can use there's a tenner in it for you. Hole In One My wife, Angela, has 

always enjoyed sex but she was never keen on dressing up in sexy undies for me. I 

went to a sex shop when I was abroad and bought her a pair of crotchless panties. She 

took one look at them when I gave them to her and just laughed. Well, here's a snap of 

her wearing them. After a bit of persuading she put them on and now she won't take 

the damn things off. She says she "just wants it all the time." A good purchase I'd say, 

wouldn't you agree? Piers, Swindon.Sheer Bliss I was glad to see the letter from Peter 

(Southampton) in your last issue writing about Aristoe stockings. My wife always 

wears their sheer black nylon seamed stockings which I introduced her to and which 

we agree are so much sexier than stretch material. Like many of your readers I really 

enjoy Mono Beauties in which you can see theat lovely shine of the stockings with 

sexy wrinkles.My particular enjoyment is Two Irishmen were talking and Pat says, 

"Hey Mick have you heard about that new brothel that's just opened in town?" "No", 

says Mick, "Is it any good"?. "It's brilliant," said Pat. "The management guarantee you 

at least a dozen jumps and then they give you ten pounds and send you home in a 



taxi." "That sounds good, when did you go there?." asked Mick. "Oh I haven't yet 

myself," said Pat. "But the wife went last Saturday." Q) Why have elephants got big 

ears? A) Because Noddy won't pay the ransom! Joe, Catford enhanced when she 

wears very short black stockings which only just come over the knee with white high 

heeled stilettos. When we are out it makes her feel really great knowing that other 

guys can see her stocking tops and the outline of her black suspenders showing 

through the thin material of a white skirt. We have a marvellous sex life with oral sex 

the main feature. She is a fantastic cocksucker and often puts a spare stocking over 

my prick with the seam just lined up with the slit at the top. Then she sucks me off 

and I love to watch my shiny black stockinged cock going in and out of her mouth. 

When I come she just wanks me and licks up the spunk Jock has just got off the 

Glasgow to London train, and is sitting on the platform crying, when a porter comes 

up to see what the problem is. "I've lost all my lugage," wails Jock, "How did that 

happen?" asked the porter. "The cap came off the bottle," wailed Jock A little Apache 

boy goes to see his father who is the chief of the tribe and asked him: "Dad, why can't 

we have proper names like the white man, Bill or George or something like that?", "It 

is because of our custom son," explained his father. "When a squaw is about to give 

birth the chief enters the teepee and as soon as the child is born he flings back the flap 

of the teepee and names the child after the first thing that catches his eye. Like 

Running Deer or Bird That Flies. Anyway, why do you ask, Two Dogs Fucking?" 

Sarah, Coventry It's a Fanny Thing…As my wife, Peggy, will tell you, I'm not one to 

blow my own trumpet (hers is a different matter!) but I was very pleased when this 

snap came back from the developers. I've always admired my wife's well--shaped 

fanny and I often tell her that she's missing a good viewing when only I can see her 

luscious lips from behind. "We'll have to solve that, then," she said. I wondered what 

she meant until I came home and saw an envelope addressed to Razzle. And that's not 

the only good idea she had that day, too! Sidney, Gravesend Continued on page 6 AT 

THE ORIFICE by Steve Harrison HOW ABOUT SOME ORAL SEX CAROLINE? 

OKAY THEN! WHAT DO YOU WANT TO TALK ABOUT?!! BUTTOCK 

FETISHISM?? BREAST RELIEF?! MUFF DIVING?... Mickey Mouse was sitting in 

his lawyer's office. "But you can't divorce Minnie just because her teeth stick out", 

said the Lawyer. "That's not what I meant when I said she was fucking Goofy", 

replied Mickey. Sam, Cardiff 3 JO 4 Jo from Leicester lives in the fast lane and craves 

those little luxuries in life like "Champagne, silk sheets, sports cars and long slow 

sex". She even has friends in high places. "Yes," boasts Jo, giggling naughtily, "my 

boyfriend's a window cleaner and he's got the longest… ladder you could imagine!" 

BALL POINTS Continued from page 3 which comes out of the nylon either side of 

the seam. I wish you could print some of the hundreds of great photos I have of her 

deep throating my prick just wearing her stockings and shoes. Danny, Nottingham can 

"sunbathe" within a yard of a girl's outstretched bare feet. I prefer one who is lying on 

her stomach so her soles are exposed for inspection. This turns me on like nothing on 

earth. I pretend to be lying face down asleep but really of course I am yearningly 

watching her shiny, silken smooth soles and fleshy bare toes as they wiggle to the 

breeze, scarcely able to contain my pounding heart and the rising lump in my 

trousers! JIMMY'S RIDDLES MISS FITS HOUSE WIFE VISITOR POSITION 74 

76 78 Firmly Footed I notice from your letters many readers are frustrated in their 

attempts to satisfy their foot fetishes and there is a constant demand for my photos. 

May I suggest they try holiday brochures which I have found to be an excellent source 

of foot pics over the years. Better still, go for the real thing in a way I shall describe. 

If, like me, your female acquaintances fail to oblige you in your desire for contact 



with the feet then there are other avenues open to you. Working in a shoe shop or a 

chiropodist's mean you have no choice in your contacts since they come to you. If, 

however, you are lucky enough to live in a town with a large park in the centre then 

you can take your pick of which feet to treat yourself to! In summer, many girls use 

the park to sunbathe. Often on a hot afternoon I will wander downto the park and lie 

down on the grass a short distance from a sunbathing beauty. Space is often at a 

premium so I The housewives on the Randyfields estate are right little goers - 

expecially neighbours Lesley, Lorna and Wendy. They certainly brighten up the lives 

of anyone who calls on them. Last Tuesday their houses echoed with grunts and 

groans as they simultaneously sucked and fucked with the milkman, the gas fitter and 

the plumber. One lady was screwed missionary style, another in the doggy position, 

while another preferred being on top. Can you sort out this mini suburban orgy? 

Here's a few clues… 1. Lorna's a girl who likes to be on top. She doesn't live at 78. 2. 

The milkman likes to deliver his cream at the rear! 3. The visitor to 78 had his lady in 

the missionary position. It wasn't Wendy though. 4. The plumber certainly enjoyed his 

visit to 74 last Tuesday. Answers on page 79. Over And Out Here's a pic I thought 

your readers might enjoy of my girlfriend, Carron, whom I met through my CB radio 

two years ago. She had the handle 'Bright Eyes' and mine was 'Big Hagar'. As you can 

see there's more to her than a pair of bright eyes, and as for me, well, I'll leave that to 

your imagination! Ben, Shrewsbury My favourite trick when no-one is looking is to 

gently tickle her under the toes and as she turns round I ask the time of day! Of course 

you have to remove your watch for that one! I pray one day to find a sunbather who is 

fast asleep so I may bury my face in her succulent trnder soles and lovingly kiss her 

beautiful bare toes. In fact my favourite fantasy is to go to sleep using a girl's feet as a 

pillow. Knowing my luck however, I'd probably pick an off duty WPC, or the park 

attendant would catch me! Maybe I could interest him in feet as well! I hope your 

readers find this of interest - it's much better than wanking over a glossy Continued on 

page 16 OFF The WALL The Devil finds work Stick Up for your for idle dad, he 

stuck glands up for you RAZZLE ROMP A Pheasant Plucking Time Our famous five 

rompers, Gaynor, Dawn, Sandra, Vida and Sara had more tickles up their hooters than 

a run in with Ken Dodd's tickling stick when they got together for a five girl pillow 

fight. "I've always enjoyed having my stuffing knocked out," said Dawn, as she 

casually plucked a few feathers out of Sandra's bum crack and smiled. "Yeah, we all 

want to be stuffed silly," shouted Vida, as her own nimble fingers flicked a few wispy 

feathers off Gaynor's camouflaged pubic mound, before delving in to explore her 

quivering pussy lips. At the end of the session all our girls got together on their 

feather bed for a good lie-in. But make sure you save up enough energy for next 

month, when five more game girls will be up at the crack of dawn for a good mud 

lark! RAZZLE ROMP RAZZLE ROMP  VALENTINE SUPER 

SEXTRAVAGANZA Hi, I'm Ginger Lynn and you can take me home with you 

tonight! I'm so hot and horny - I'd just love to feel you inside me! I'll be at your 

command to do exactly what you want. I want to please you with a satisfaction you've 

never felt before! Take me now and I'll be yours forever! CODE 12054 £26.95. 

Ginger Doll just £26.95. CODE #12054 INTRODUCING THE LATEST 

EXCLUSIVE PRODUCTS FROM VALENTINE'S X-RATED PLEASURE CHEST 

Here is just a sample of exclusive Valentine products that we guarantee will provide 

extra thrills to your sex-life. And remember if after your 7 day home trial you are not 

absolutely delighted with your purchase you can return it for a replacement or full 

refund.  NEO-EXTENSION It's a full 8 ½" long and 1 ½" wide! Slip this fabulous 

sleeve over your cock and squeeze the pneumatic bulb so that it clings tight to you 



and gives her the time of her life! Code 04002 £16.95 MR SOFTEE. Firm yet supple, 

a new rubber-like material gives Mr Softee the feel of a real cock.This fleshy life-life 

dong comes in a VIBRATING VERSION too. REGULAR MR SOFTEE Code 12276 

£8.95 VIBRATING MR SOFTEE Code 12287 £12.95 PUSSY'S BEST FRIEND - 

This realistically detailed and popular vibrator actually BENDS to suit your needs. It 

is super-comfortable - just for the girl who loves a vibrating cock and likes to have her 

clit massaged too! Code 07894 £12.25 ALL NEW DOUBLE INTRUDER The latest 

in double-headed action! Exclusive twin probes will double your pleasure. Dual 

position probes are foam filled for strong but gentle penetration variable control lets 

you choose a vibrating action that will satisfy your needs. Soft yet firm, this tantalizer 

is the perfect pleaser for the neediest or greediest girl you know Code 12757 £16.25 

THE JEWEL The unique design provides for a variety of pleasure combinations. It 

can stimulate the clitoris and G-spot simultaneously. It can delight and tickle the clit 

and it can be used by a man and woman together! This unique pleasure probe is brand 

new and guaranteed to delight! The Little Jewel is £11.95. Code 12295 PINK PUSSY 

So soft, so tight so pleasing you'll swear you're into the real thing! Vibrating, 

pulsating ribs will bring you to new heights of sexual pleasure. Just £24.95 Code 

14052 MR STIFF! If you want to keep going for long enough to satisfy even the 

horniest gal you owe it to yourself to get a hold of Mr. Stiff. the special Super Screw 

substance! Just a quick spray on your cock and you're on your way! You'll be a legend 

in your own time! Code 08037 £6.95 ½ oz 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 LEARN HOW TO FIND AND STIMULATE HER "G" 

SPOT More than just a book of pleasing, orgasm-giving positions, this incredibly 

descriptive book shows you in very sexy photos how to penetrate a woman to really 

deep levels. Code 05663 £12.95 Seven Easy Steps to Sexual Success! Once you 

incorporate the principles detailed in this book you'll find yourself with gorgeous 

women - the kind most men only dream about! Never again will anyone be "out of 

your league". Code 12591 £7.50 MAKES GIRLS HOT! Make your cock rock hard 

and ready for anything! Sex doctor Dick Richards tells how you can have a bigger 

cock in just six weeks with his proven exercises and techniques. Code 03187 £6.50 

Endros… The biological "Secret Weapon" Women Can't Resist! Amazing ENDROS 

cologne attracts girls like an aromatic magnet! One whiff of the powerful scent makes 

their pussies percolate with pulsating pleasure! THe secret's in the pheromones… they 

make women respond to you instinctively  and passionately! FULL 2 FL. OZ. Code 

00475 £9.75 GIANT 4 FL. OZ. Code 00546 JUST £17.50 1 RECTIFIER  Provides 

two way pleasure as you thrust your cock in and out. CODE 07914 £6.25 2 EXTAS-X 

For a trouble-free jerk off this one does it all! CODE 07120 £27.50 3 FILL 'ER UP 

Yes, this one will tame the horniest size freak of them all CODE 05199 £13.55 4 

TWISTER. Special vibrating probe that twists and throbs. Guaranteed to do the job! 

CODE 04946 £17.45 5 KONG-DONG. It's 14" long and a full 3" THICK to give any 

woman enough CODE 01185 £18.95 6 SILVER BULLET Perfect for the classy but 

horny woman in your life CODE 08581 £7.25 7 HOT STUD. This vibrator actually 

gets HOT so it goes in feeling just like a throbbing prick. CODE 08453 £29.95. 8 

GOLDFINGER Just slip this classy number into her and vibrate her clitoris or pussy. 

CODE 07138 £7.75. 9 THE RIPPLE. This fantastic devide will help you maintain a 

hard-on! CODE 04564 £8.25. 10 LOVE PROBE. Put this one in and turn on the 

buzzing excitement they've been waiting for. CODE 08417 $8.55 11 DELUXE 

EJACULATOR. This one feels better than any cock-sucker you've met. CODE 01610 

£17.95. 12 THE STRAP-ON. Put this big dildo on and turn on the vibrator to give her 

more than she can handle! CODE 21663. £16.95. 13 BOOBY DROPS - Add some 



spice to your lovemaking. 3 sensational flavours. All for just £8.95. CODE 07261. 14 

PROLONG. Keep her begging for more with this ejaculation-delay spray. CODE 

04032 £5.75. 15 STUD 100. Just a spray of this special formula will keep you lasting 

"forever"! CODE 01423. £5.75. 16 ENDROS - IT MAKES WOMAN WANT YOU - 

This men's after shave contains Androsten, the sexual attractant! 2 fl. oz. CODE 

00475. £9.75. 17 SPURIOUS SPANISH FLY SUGAR. Can make a woman crazy 

with the need for a stiff cock. CODE 08244 £4.50. 18 UNIVERSAL COCK RING. 

Unique cock stimulator and clit massager. CODE 02716. £12.95. 19 PENIS 

EXTENDER. Just slip this cock extender on like a condom and she'll feel really 

probed! CODE 05616. £5.75. 20 DOUBLE DONG. Two can play for the price of one 

with this "double header" of a dildo. CODE 06282. £15.95. 21 SUPER DONG. 9" 

LONG 2" THICK - Fill her to the brim with this life-like and flexible dong! CODE 

01645B. £7.75. 22 SPURIOUS HARD-ON PILLS Get instant energy for those extra 

special moments. CODE 02712. £15.95. 23 CONNOISSEURS COLLECTION. 

Special vibrator and 5 great attachments for multi-purpose pleasure. CODE 00509. 

£16.95. 24 STA-HARD. This special cream helps you keep going for sexual 

marathons. CODE 08409. £4.95. 25 PENISATOR. Vibrates both your cock and her 

clit with orgasmic delight. CODE 04531. £5.25.VALENTINE PRODUCTS (M.O.) 

LTS., PO BOX 63, FELTHAM, MIDDX. TW13 7QN Please rush me the items listed 

below. I have enclosed my cheque or postal order plus 60p per item to cover postage 

and handling. My order will arrive discreetly packaged and I may return it within 7 

days for a refund if not totally satisfied. PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT CLEARLY 

FREE A FULL-COLOR CATALOG OF EROTICA WITH EVERY ORDER NAME 

SIGNATURE (My signature verifies that I am over 18 years of age) CODE PRICE P 

& H TOTAL + 60p = £ + 60p = £+ 60p = £+ 60p = £ ADDRESS TOTAL 

ENCLOSED = £ Overseas orders welcome. Please add 20% to cover extra postage 

and handling costs. Please enclose my FREE catalogue and enter my name for all 

future issues RA LOUISE LEEDS Gets it off her chest I needed a holiday but I didn't 

have much money so my best mate, Shaz, said I could stay in her mother's cottage in 

Cornwall. I really fancied the idea of being a lonely maiden in a quaint, rural cottage 

miles from civilization. The local farm hands seemed very interested in my presence. 

A few of the poor old sheep were waltzing around with squewiff shaves where I'd 

caught the farmer's son's eye from the window and his shears had slipped dangerously 

low. When he helped me over one of the kissing gates in the field, I told him to fuck 

me in the straw and we ended up having a fight in the pig sty. He was a true local lad 

and loved the size of my swellin' boobs, totally alien to his naïve upbringing in a tiny 

village. It didn't take a gal like me long to 13 fish out his cock and have it throbbing 

and oozing behind the hen house. My fanny was aching for a good fuck and after I'd 

made a few diagrams in the dust with straw sticks, he managed to get his dick up me, 

whilst I pinched at the loose, wrinkled skin that clung to his swaying bollocks. My 

orgasm crept up slowly and then arrived like a bus, three in one go, it was a noisy one 

and kind of scared him but he lost all sense of the occasion as he grabbed my tits 

tightly and spunked pretty quickly himself. We met up in the back of the cattle shed 

every day after that until my holiday ended. I went home feeling revitalised and well 

shagged, ready for some more of the same - albeit in rather a suburban situation. But 

Louise says a good fuck's a good fuck, wherever you happen to be! 14 15 BALL 

POINTS Continue from page 6 holiday brochure and it would be interesting to hear of 

other similar experiences. J.N., Hampshire More Of The Best May I congratulate you 

on your Best Of Razzle Summer Special. It's great to see all the girls again, especially 

Heather. What a great girl she is, all a man could ask for, you name it she's got it. If I 



was fucking her it would take a pathologist a week to get the smile off my face. The 

thought my my cock buried to the hilt in her cunt and her nipples in my mouth is 

enough to keep me wanking until the next issue, and I've just got a year's subscription 

to make sure I won't miss it. Ron, Fife Tip For Twats Judging my a lot of letters 

you've received lately there are a lot of men out there either wearing or wanking into a 

pair of female panties and I must admit up until a few years ago I was an avid wearer 

myself. When I was at school, I always had a pair of my sister's frillies on under my 

trousers and I even ventured out a few times completely dressed in her clothes. Skirts, 

make-up, suspenders the lot. Judging by the way people didn't stare me me I think I 

passed rather well. Anyway I discovered a few years ago you can buy sexy, silky 

undies that are made for men. You won't buy them in typical high street stores but 

there are plenty of mail order firms out there offering very brief undies which are 

every bit as sexy, if not more, than women's. My girlfriend even uses mine just as 

much as hers! So if you want to miss those embarrassing moments when a girl catches 

you wearing her knickers remember you don't have to buy girl's knickers to buy sexy 

undies! R.P., London Peeing Threesome We are three 'Geordie Girls' who have been 

regular readers of your lovely mag since it first came out. We are good friends and do 

most things together including working on the Open Markets. We are all in our early 

twenties and masturbate quite a lot when we are at home. We enjoyed reading the 

letter in Razzle, Vol 7 No 5, entitled LITTLE TITTERS HELLO GORGEOUS! 

ECHO VALLEY HELLO! ECHO VALLEY HOT "Suck my toes, one by one," 

demands Shirley, as Frazer dutifully obliges, before he cradles her feet close to his 

chest and gently strokes her supple soles. "I like a man who obeys my every word," 

says FOOT Shirley. "If they don't, a severe punishment is necessary," she laughs, and 

wriggles her toes around frantically under Frazer's nose for more unconditional 

attention - which he duly gives…PAINT STRIPPERS 16 SILKY SCREENS Model 

Agent erotica 18 Less Thrust Bust  I read a letter in your mag from T.G. of 

Scunthorpe, saying ow he preferred women with small boobs. He's certainly not in the 

minority here because I do too, along with a lot of my mates. Here's a snap of my 

absolutely perfecty wife, Cheryl, who has small, firm breasts that always look very 

welcoming to me. It's true when they say that more than a handful is a waste. Ron, 

Scarborough. I've been moving a bit upmarket lately, ever since I ditched busty 

Brenda and started going out with this high class bint named Cynthia Worthington-

Smythe. She's one of those Yuppie Sloane Ranger types: her idea of foreplay is drying 

the dishes, and she thinks post-coital depression is not being able to reach The Times 

from bed. I knew she was well brought up when she got out of the shower to pee. 

Now when you settle down with somebody educated like Cynthia you can't just bung 

any old rubbish on the goggle box, so I elbowed S.S. Love Camp Girls Get 'Em Off 

and settled instead for Saint Tropez Vice (Electric Video), a film that was shot on 

location on the French Riviera. I've never been there myself, but it looks to me very 

much like Scun- world of prostitution, drugs, and some very bad actors. Her only 

chance of escape is to submit to the twisted fantasties of her clients and hope that this 

doesn't ruin her future acting career. More my style was Model Agent (Puff Video), a 

down-to-earth tale shot on location in Mitcham, which is not an area known for its 

tourist trade. This one chronicles a week in the life of erotic entrepreneur Bill Bailey, 

who is a lucky bastard really because he gets to play hide the salami with both of his 

clients, a beautiful blonde and a big-boobed redhead. The fly-on-the -trouser 

camerawork follows Bill and his two slappers as they troll around from pub to club 

doing strippagrams and various forms of dirty dancing, ending up with the best three-

in-a-bed session since the last series of Bullseye. In intellectual terms I'd say it was 



definitely worth a hand shandy. Sadly, the lovely Cynthia didn't agree with me. In fact 

I had to give her the Spanish Archer (El Bow) shortly afterwards when I discovered 

the difference between Cynthia and poverty, poverty sucks! 'On With The Show'. As 

it showed us, we were not the only females to have a pee outdoors. We find that at 

most of the places we attend with our denim stall, there are no ladies toilets nearby. At 

one place we go to, we are able to build our stall over a gutter-sink so that no 

customer would know that sometimes we are having a pee in the sink, behind the 

cardboard boxes, while one of us serves a customer at the front stall! The Geordie 

Trio, Newcastle-On-Tyne Soled Out As a Razzle regular and an ardent foot fan I felt 

that I must write to congratulate you on your superb Foot and Mouth feature. By far 

the best was Jacky of Eastleigh shown a few issues ago. I'm a great lover of women's 

stockinged feet, it really turns me on to see women who slip in and out of their shoes 

rubbing their weary soles on the uppers of the shoes. This all leads onto a little Donna 

from East Sussex sent in this snap showing us where her fire rages! "It's not just 

flames that lick around me," she says, as we're left wondering if husband, Steve, 

provides the great balls of fire? 18 THE WILDEST SEX ADVENTURE EVER 

FILMED! SAINT TROPEZ VICE thorpe with a better climate and too many bloody 

foreigners. The sad thing about this movie was that somebody thought they should put 

a bit of a story into it. Always a bad mistake in the tit and bum field. Then they 

thought: Let's take lots of nice pictures of the scenery. Sod that for a lark too - it got 

so bad at times that I expected Judith bloody Chalmers to turn up with a price guide. 

Pay attention fellas: The only landscape I want to see in a picture like this has the 

topography ' 36'24'36'. Anyway, the plot concerns this sexy chick named Severine 

who meets up with Tony the Playboy. She thinks he's the best thing since a medium 

sized French stick, but we can see different because he dresses like a pimp in a 1970s 

television cop show. Sure enough Tony turns out to be a grade A rat, introducing our 

dumb heroine to a 17 BALL POINTS WHAT'S UP shopping trip a couple of weeks 

ago. I decided to buy my wife some new shoes. I got into town quite early and found a 

shop where the attractive sales assistant was looking bored. At first I just browsed in 

the ladies department. The assistant asked if she could help me and I told her I was 

looking for some classy high heels. She fetched me several different styles but I said it 

was difficult to chose without seeing them on. The girl then asked me to select a style 

and brought out a pair in her size. Then she slipped off her shoes to reveal some 

dainty toes and eased  Is what you see UP your bird's skirt worth going DOWN on? 

We'll send you a tenner if you shoot up and send off to: Razzle, 2 Archer Street, 

London W1V 7HE Continued on page 23 FROCK JIMMY'S RIDDLES GET 'EM 

OUT JIGSAW JOLLIES PANTIES Find as many words as you can in the above. They 

must be of at least four letters, with no plurals, foreign words or proper names. 

Scores: 30-35 Fair; 35-40 Good; 40-45 Brilliant; 45+ Razzle Smartarse Award. Some 

gals just go to pieces when they appear in Razzle. Help them get it together again by 

matching up the numbered boxes to find the lovely examples of the fair sex. 1 2 3 Wig 

Wham Bham My husband, Donald, was painting his model train set one afternoon and 

I was feeling very bored and randy. I tried to entice him away with naughty 

suggestions but he kept brushing me away. He popped down to the newsbox at the 

end of the road to get some more Woodbines and I whilst he was away, I sneaked his 

paints and designed these patterns on my torso. When he came home he just laughed 

and laughed at me, took this photo and sent back to his bloody train set! I hope your 

readers may give me the appreciation and attention I deserve. Dawn, Bucks FOUR 

PLAY Change Lass to Bird in four moves, altering one letter at a time. 4 5 6 LASS 7 8 

9 BIRD Answers on page 79 18 GIRLS ABOUT TOWN LONDON "'Ere we go, 'ere  



we go, 'ere we go," chanted Tracy and Ellen as they scored a few leg overs at 

Wembley stadium before comparing their own pert, pink bums with the baboon's at 

London Zoo in Regents Park. There were two extra bushy heaths on display at The 

Spaniards Inn in well-to-do Hampstead, before they jaunted down to Camden Lock. 

Ellen reckoned she would have hit it off with Henry Moore, the sculptor, "He 

obviously saw a few shapes and sizes in his time," she laughed. "Yeah, just like us, 

eh!" chimed in Tracy as she flung her knickers over one of the protruding rock hard 

knobs! 19 20 21 ANY 4 TITLES £11.95 ALL 12 TITLES ONLY £20 12 SEX VIDEO 

TITLES AT WELL UNDER £2 EACH EXPLICIT IMPORTED SCAN TITLES ALL 

NEW! "You don't need to understand what they are saying because you can sure see 

what they are doing."FV/21 - ALL FOUR VIDEO TITLES REDUCED TO JUST 

£11.95  SEX IN THE HEAD. Diana is a prostitute. She encounters full entry sex, all-

girl dildo action, hard lust, and brother sex, where the Madame spies on the girls 

while being screwed by her troop of toy boys. EMMANUELLE'S SILVER TONGUE 

Emmanuelle uses her charms on Andrea, Billy and Bobby. They indulge in an orgy, 

then Andrea and Emmanuelle explore each other using fingers and tongues, leading to 

a raging climax. ONE WOMAN'S LOVER. George visits his uncle's villa and meets 

his cousin Betty and the uncle's au pair. George is soon inside the au pair, when Betty 

walks in and climbs on the bed with them. He takes them both together.  HOT, FAST 

AND LOOSE. Wild beautiful girls into every type of sexual action. They are all 

loose, fast and very, very hot. They are only happy when screwing. Not only can you 

buy these sex videos at rock bottom prices but you also get genuine explicit sex titles. 

The reason is simple, when we decide the videos are good enough, and strong enough, 

we buy by the thousands - and that's why we can offer you explicit sex videos titles at 

rock bottom prices which means you can order without worrying about supply. Our 

latest purchase prompted one of our Managers to say "You don't need to understand 

what they are saying because you can sure see what they are doing." FV/22  - ALL 4 

VIDEO TITLES PRICES SLASHED TO £11.95 SWEET SEXUAL AWAKENING 

Maria hires the local fishing boat to take her sight seeing around the Islands. Soon she 

notices the bulges in the fisherman's jeans and strips off and is taken by two hot 

rampant tools time and time again. SHE KNEW NO OTHER WAY. Desperate to 

'make it' in films, the beautiful Maya agrees to take part in a blue movie. She has 

never been with another woman or another man. Soon there are six naked bodies 

around and the one nearest to her has a massive tool. GIRL OF PASSION. The prim 

and proper sisters appear to have no sex life, but while one is touring the seedy areas 

of town, being screwed by anyone she can pick up. Meanwhile her sister is being 

screwed by a big black dildo worn by her lover. SEXORCIST. An ordeal of passion 

and possession of ritual sex and lust. The beautiful and sexy Dernella succumbs to the 

influence and lends her body to the cause. FV/23 - ALL 4 VIDEO TITLES DOWN 

IN PRICE TO £11.95 VICES IN THE FAMILY. Giacoma is screwing his uncle's 

wife and the upstairs maid. Marisa his girlfriend is being screwed by the butler and 

Giacoma's uncle while having all girl sex with both the upstairs maid and the uncle's 

wife. CONFESSIONS OF A RIDING MISTRESS. The riding mistress is certainly 

teaching Larry how to ride, but Larry would rather ride her. Eventually Larry has her 

standing up being the stable. Then it is sex lessons every odd half hour. LOW 

PRICES  Because of the low prices and the high cost of packaging and despatch, we 

ask only that you buy a minimum of 4 titles as the groups listed. RANCH OF 

NYMPHO GIRLS. The cyclist is told my the farmer he can sleep in the barn for the 

night. Suddenly one of the daughters is climbing under the blanket with him. No 

sooner is he inside her, then another daughter arrives, then the other. WAVES OF 



LUST 2 couples spend a weekend on a luxury yacht. The next morning they see the 

wife of the other couple giving her husband a blow-job while one of the crew screws 

her. PRIVATE LINES 627 Forest Rd, Walthamstow, London E17 4NE. CAUGHT 

TALKING DIRTY 0898 886 401 (Calls charged 25p a minute off peak, 38p a minute 

peak) CALLERS WELCOME: These videos and many other adult products are 

available amongst the outlets listed. Mon-Sat 9.30-6pm (Fri 8pm). Please rush me, 

under plain cover, the video titles and system I have indicated below. I enclose 

cash/cheque/P.O. for £ made payable to Video Offers. If paying by cheque add your 

name and address to reverse side. All 12 titles £20 FV/21 x 4 £11.95 FV/22 x 4 titles 

£11.95 FV/23 x 4 titles £11.95 VHS BETA Name Address Postcode I am aware of 

the nature of these products and agree not to show them to minors Signed I am over 
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St. SP5 City Trading Ltd. Reg. No. 2174586 RA BALL POINTS Continued from 

page 18 herself into the stillettos. They looked great. As she sat down to remove them 

I bent down to help her off with them, and managed to stroke her heel and instep. She 

responded by asking if I'd like to see a different style. I chose a high strappy sandal 

(to show off plenty of her foot). I helped to do the straps up stroking her feet as I did 

so. She parted her legs and gave me a flash of stocking tops. By this time my cock 

was standing to attention. The assistant strutted round in the white high heels and 

asked me what I thought. She said she had to get something from the stock room, 

when she reappeared I began to help her off with the shoes… she'd taken her panties 

off, there staring at me was a beautiful half shaven pussy. She pushed her stockinged 

foot into my hardness and I almost came in my pants! I panicked and beat a retreat 

from the shop. The assistant said that she hoped I would return to buy some shoes and 

to ask for Jo. When I got home I finished myself off with a pair of my wife's best 

court shoes. So let's see more varnished toes and stockinged feet. How about some 

pictures of Becky's toes, the hairdresser (Vol 7, No 3), those red stillettos are fab, the 

ankle chain's really sexy but let's shed some light on her feet! Vic, Hook Graduation 

Day I feel I must tell you about myself and my husband. When we married I was a 

student at Glasgow University and my husband worked as a shop assistant in 

Edinburgh. At the time it was essential for him to work but a few years after, I had left 

University and I earnt enough to support us both but my husband, Steve, didn't want 

to leave his job. We had a fairly average sex life even if it was rather ordinary. That 

all changed one Sunday last year. I was away at a conference in LITTLE TITTERS 

The next time you go muff diving, I suggest you leave your contact lenses on the 

bedside cabinet Continued on page 36 MONO BEAUTIES Dorrin looks back at her 

career in the late sixties with fond memories. "I was part of the promiscuous society - 

in a big way!" says Dorrin, who still poses as a fashion model in Paris. "As soon as 

we got hold of the pill there was no stopping us, in the back of cars, behind the local 

Ritzy cinema, everywhere and with anyone," she laughs. "I'm more selective these 

days, though, my men have to have bulges in their wallets as well as their trousers," 

she tells us. "But don't print that bit!" 23 FETISH FILE SLAP IT AND SEE This 

month we take a firm swipe at the subject of bottom spanking, and the slap happy 

chappies who love a sting in the tail. 'Thwack!' Ooh, there's nothing like a good sharp 

spanking to get the blood boiling and your cheeks looking rosy. It doesn't matter if 

you use your hand, a riding crop or a rolled up copy of this week's Exchange and 

Mart, spanking is a great feeling. Of course we're not talking here about a severe 

beating until your partner's bum looks like an uncooked hamburger. This is nothing to 

dowith domination and duvet power struggles; it's just a little gentle (but firm) 

pleasure-giving pain. 'Smack!' One of the first rules of sound spaking is that the 

spanker must have respect for the person to be spanked. Only then can the spankee 

trust the spanker! As long as the couple (or threesome, or sixsome) have that, there 

will be no problems with anyone getting carried away and wanting to snap the car 

aerial off to administer a few nastier strokes! 'Swish!' Many couples take pleasure in a 

bit of mild and harmless flagellation as a forerunner to screwing for the simple reason 

that spanking is FUN. Some people, however, go too far! In the late 17th century the 

streets of London were haunted by a phantom spanker who was nicknamed 'Whipping 

Tom'. He would grab passing wenches and drag them into dark corners tossing up 

their petticoats and spanking them vigorously. 'Spank!' During the eighteenth and 

nineteenth centuries England became the 'home' of spanking, and the practice was 



regarded as one of the most interesting features of English sexual life. This 'Golden 

Age' of buttock slapping was thought to be aroused by the cold climate. It seems that 

we just know how to enjoy ourselves…'Slap!' Fascination with spanking starts at 

home when your mother first gives you a stinging swipe on the back of your legs for 

putting the moggy in the microwave. This continues at school with the broad hand of 

the Geography mistress who was always keen to lash out a bit of mild punishment 

before a class full of giggling onlookers. But it only really reaches its pleasurable 

heights when you can turn the tables and see your lady's smarting bum squirming 

beneath your own smacks. 'Blap!' Part of the enjoyment is the noise: that beautiful, 

sharp slap of flesh on flesh and the excited squeal that it provokes from your 'naughty 

little hussy'. "I used to live next door to a married couple who were really into 

spanking," reveals Diane, a divorcee from Taunton, excitedly. "I thought at first they 

were fighting and wanted to call the police, but I soon came to recognise the pleasure 

that was mingled with the pain. As time when on their excited shouts began to get me 

going and I would often spend the evenings with a glass to the wall and a couple of 

fingers up my cunt. It's just a pity that they never came round to invite me in for a bit 

of bottom warming too." 'Whack!' Then there is the colour: the sight of a red hand 

print on her firm buttock, the glow of a stinging bottom-blush as it slowly fades only 

to be replaced by another, even rosier impression. Then to ease her 'pain' you offer to 

administer a blob of body oil or hand cream to her tingling tush, a nice little touch that 

usually arouses the urge to begin spanking her all over again! "Red is such a lovely 

colour don't you think. But it's even better when it's on a girl's bum, shining out at you 

from her creamy white flesh. I've been a university lecturer for ten years," confesses 

the matronly Mary, whose accent and manners betray her Public School education. 

"I've rarely come across a student, male or female, that didn't enjoy a bit of spanking 

when they forgot to hand in an essay. "One girl in particular used to come back again 

and again for my ministrations. She even started wearing a gym slip like a school girl. 

I'd lift it up, exposing the pink suspenders which held up her stockings. She wore 

navy blue knickers which she pulled down to the bottom of her plump thighs, to 

present me with her fabulous rump ready for my flat hand. But it was the way that her 

cheeks turned really red and raw when I spanked her that was so exciting. Almost 

crimson sometimes but always beautiful. I sometimes slipped my hand in between her 

thighs and dipped into her pussy for juices to rub on her 'wounds' but we never went 

any further than that, I'm sorry to say." 'Bop!' There's also pleasure in the taking: "I 

always know that if I get home late and my dinner's been burnt or gone cold waiting 

for me," explains Gary, a plumber from Preston with a wicked glint in his eye, "that 

my wife is going to grab me and throw me over her knee. She's a big woman and 

knows how to use her weight to overcome me but I never have any intention of 24 

struggling anyway. She tells me to pull down my pants and show my bare bum to her. 

Then she really goes to town on me! It always ends up with us shagging on the floor 

so I love it even more but I don't know what my mates at work would say if they 

could see me pretending to cry like a little boy being spanked by his mother!" 

"Frack!" And there's great pleasure in the giving: who could possbly resist the chance 

to put their palms into contact with the plump, round thighs of a gorgeous girl? Shane 

from Glasgow couldn’t. "I was approached by this lovely bird in a night club. She just 

came up to me and asked if a fancied talking to her. Then while she was talking she 

'accidentally' spilled her glass of red wine down my shirt," he remembers, rubbing his 

hands together, eager to get on with the story. "She apologised and said that I should 

punish her for being such an embarrassment and for ruining my new shirt. I told her to 

forget it but she insisted so I thought I'd at least go outside with her and I might get a 



bit of a grope. "She was really stunning when I got her away from the flashing disco 

lights but her face wasn't all I was looking at when we dived for the shadows in the 

car park. In a flash she whipped down her white mini shirt and bent over to touch her 

toes. I could see her pussy lips pushing out of either side of her panties and she looked 

back at me between her legs, which were really tasty too. 'Come on then, I think you 

should smack me for being so bad,' she said. So, still a bit shocked, I went up behind 

her and pulled her panties down to her kness and gave her three smart slaps on her 

glowing half-moons. Then her knees went and she collapsed in my arms coming all 

down her leg! I thought I t was great and I've been dishing out a bit of harmless 

punishment to consenting girls ever since." So there you have it, the slaps, the 

redness, the giving and the taking, and it's all a bit of (nearly) harmless fun. So 

whenever your lady gets the hump if you talk all the way through Dynasty or Dallas, 

and grabs for your trouster buttons and bares your bottom, remember, you're never too 

old to be bent over her knee, young man! 25 KELLY Kelly from Stoke-on-Trent (36-

23-35) enjoys being entertained by men. "I love to be wined and dined at good 

restaurants. You can always tell what a guy is like in bed by the way he orders a 

meal," she reveals, wiggling in her seat as her tight nylon crotch cuts into her pussy. 

"I make sure I always order a banana split with plenty of cream for dessert so he's got 

no doubt at all about what I'm going to be like between the sheets!" 27 28 DOUBLE 

BANGERS Explicit sex VIDEOS from under £5 per title DOUBLE A DOUBLE B 

CHANNEL 69 Three sexy couples agreed to visit our sex shops, take a selection of 

their own choice and let us film them in use. FASCINATION Ron uses his muscle on 

girl after girl. See this big lad bring each girl to a frenzy of sheer excitement. NEON 

LIGHTS PLUS Twin sisters - one is a nympho who will let any man or woman come 

to that, take her lovely body, while her sister is a good girl! JACK AND JILL PLUS 

Top American female pornostars go gate-crashing on some of the best orgies in town. 

Packed with wife-swapping, 'deep-throat', all-girl and big boy action. DOUBLE C 

DOUBLE D NAKED CAME THE STRANGER The Professor gets a blow-job, the 

nursing sister gets shafted and the American writer gropes the big blonde. FRESH & 

SEXY A group of busty hikers meet a group of rampant male hikers on a lonely 

hillside and from then on, it's action all the way! FANTASY WORLD PLUS A 

special club where you can act out any fantasy you want on stage. There is multiple 

sex entry, bondage, leather sex, an all  girl gang-bang, oral sex and a great deal more 

besides. THE HEALTH SPA PLUS The truth behind the success of the Health Spa. 

Investigators get a lot more than they bargained for when they try the "facilities". 

DOUBLE E DOUBLE F SCANDINAVIAN EROTICA A bonanza of beautiful girls, 

filmed on location in Sweden doing sexually what the Swedes are famous for. A 

continuous performance of mindblowing sexual action. THROUGH THE LOOKING 

GLASS A raging nympho succumbs to depths of carnal lust, when she takes on the 

most evil looking studs in her frenzied search for satisfaction. PLUS NIGHT OF THE 

ANIMALS Four females, hot for sex, pick up off the street any man they can find. 

The sizzling sex action brings out the animal lust in them as they hump their way 

through the night. PLUS EXTREME CLOSE UP Sex and more sex in close-up detail 

that's so pin-sharp you feel you're right along in there. PRIVATE LINES, 627 Forest 

Road, Walthamstow, London E17 4NE. CALLERS - WELCOME Mon-Sat 9.30. - 
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Trading Ltd. Reg. No. 2174586 SALLY SOLVES IT Sexual hangups, fantasies or 

anxieties? Write to: Sally Solves It, Razzle Magazine, 2 Archer Street, London W1V 

7HE. Sex Change Went Wrong. Dear Sally, Recently at a night club I met a fantastic 

guy and we saw each other a couple of times afterwards. I couldn't believe I'd met the 

man of my dreams he seemed so g enuine. The shock came when we had sex for the 

first time. He insisted on getting undressed in the dark and said something about a 

hideous tattoo. When we began to caress each other I found he had half developed 

breasts. The nipples were large and looked like a woman's but there were only small 

turrets. I felt very ill but he was obviously embarrassed so I said nothing. A few days 



later I asked him about it and he broke down and said he'd tried for a sex change 

about five years ago but he hadn't responded to hormone traetment. He now wants to 

be a man in the true sense of the word and wants me to accept his breasts which I 

don't think I can do. Will I be able to in time? Josie, Oxford. Sally says: Josie, I'm 

happy that you've met 'the man of your dreams', it's not easy these days. However, I 

can imagine that finding breasts on your partner was distressing. Yes, I do think you 

will be able to come to terms with them in the future but only if you sit down with him 

and fully discuss his reasons for wanting the sex change to start with and how he feels 

about having a relationship with a woman now. It will only work out if you establish 

that he's happy the way he is and not just trying to make the best of a bad job. Also, 

suggest he sees another consultant because with all the research available today a 

non-surgical reversal may be possible. Men Use Me For Sex. Dear Sally, I'm an 

attractive 24-year-old and have a good job and nice friends. I'd like to meet a guy and 

have a long standing relationship, so we could share things together but all I do is 

meet men who seem keen, but use me for sex and one night stands. In the morning I 

feel lonely and used when they just take off. What am I doing wrong, Sally? Jill, 

Basingstoke.Sally says: Jill, you sound like a nice girl but I'm tempted to say that your 

desire for a long standing relationship is taking over your enjoyment of life. Men like 

a challenge and you're not giving them one if you say 'yes' to sex all the time. Y our 

problem is that you're too eager to please. Hold back on the bedroom romps and just 

see them for a drink or a chat to establish a friendship first, then take things from 

there, slowly. Jealous of Wife's Romp Dear Sally, You may think I'm being silly but 

unless you can help I fear the break up of my marriage. You see, I am a dedicated 

readers' wives fan and I often masturbate over the pics. My wife knows about this and 

doesn't mind. Last week it was my birthday and I received a semi-professional album 

of my wife in readers' wife type poses. She thought this would please me but it did 

just the opposite. The bloke who took the pictures is an amateur photographer and 

works with my wife. She assured me that nothing had happened but the thought of my 

wife posing naked in front of another man is driving me insane. I knew she had an 

active sex life before me but I thought I'd be the last. I'm sure she's lying, am I over 

reacting? Gary, London Sally says: Frankly, Gary, yes I do think you're over reacting 

and possibly jumping to the wrong conclusions. Firstly, there aren't many wives who 

would readily accept their husbands wanking over some pics of other guy's wives and 

secondly, I think the present was a lovely, thoughtful idea on her behalf. From these 

actions, I would say you had a loving, faithful wife and if she said nothing happened, 

I'd believe her. It may drive you insane thinking about her being naked in front of 

another man but it was all for you. Maybe it drives her insane thinking about you 

wanknig over readers' wives pics and, remember, that's for your own benefit entirely. 

BEST Bits Gentlemen, has your other half got a nice pair, top and bottom? Because 

we're after matching sets of buttocks and bosoms to ogle over. We'll be awarding a 

tenner for every pair of pics published. So, do a double take with your cameras and 

send your tantalizing twin sets along to Razzle, 2 Archer Street, London W1V 7HE. 

All the best things come in pairs. FREAK OUT LIVING IN A BOX The incredible 

Twisty Tina is 20 years old, and yep, you guessed it, she spent her formative years in 

the circus. When she started getting into sex, though, she realised that being a 

contortionist had some surprising benefits. "Men always try to pick me up after seeing 

my act," she told us. "They think I'll be able to do some weird things in bed - and 

they're right! I mean, how many girls do you know who can suck their own pussies? 

"I can have sex in positions most men haven't even imagined. Look through the pics 

at all the weird poses I get into, and remember that I've been fucked in every single 



one. That's what gives me the ides for my act these days - a guy will suggest some 

new way to have sex, and I'll incorporate that pose into the show." How did she get 

the idea for that box, then? "Easy. So many men have got into my box in bizarre 

ways, I thought I'd get into a box of my own!" SLAP AND "Roll me over, lay me 

down and do it again!" shouts Petra, as she leaves the wheels spinning on her speed 

machine and wallows in the sludgy marshland, letting the cool mud trickle into her 

nooks and fanny. "It'll be full throttle all the way home," she says, "and then I'll have 

another throbbing machine waiting to rest in between my legs!" BALL POINTS 

Continued from page 23 London for the weekend, while Steve stayed at home. Whilst 

I was down in London I heard the train would be delayed so I phoned Steve to tell 

him I would be late, and I wasn't too sure what time I'd be home. The sight that 

greeted me when I got home was one I had never seen before in my life. My husband 

was wearing a pair of my stockings, a pair of my suspenders, one of my bras and a 

pair of my panties! To make matters worse he was in the middle of wanking while 

looking at one of the models in your magazine! As soon as he saw me, he jumped up, 

and grabbing the magazine he ran up the stairs. I followed after him and pinned him 

down to the bed. I must STICKY BIRD ON THE WIRE The tapes in Janet Spencer's 

tape recorder are so red hot, it's a wonder they don't melt the spools as she goes out 

with her microphone to conduct her dauntless dirty interviews about her favourite 

subject - sex. This time she hit the streets of Manchester hoping to find a few like-

minded perverts who would reveal all about one of Janet's favourite subjects - 

wanking. BICYCLE MESSENGER BOY, about 19. I've always wanted to meet a 

kinky lady. Would you like to see how I do it? I like a good, firm hold and a steady 

rhythm. I've tried to teach my girlfriend to do it, but she's no good, she's scared of 

touching me or something. I caught her having a little go at herself, when we went to 

Majorca on holiday. Very naughty. She was lying on the bed with nothing on but a 

suntan, and sort of twiddling between her legs. Then she started putting her fingers in 

and out, making squishy noises. I was watching through the bathroom door and 

pulling my pud. BUSINESSWOMAN COMING OUT OF BUILDING SOCIETY, 

Did I hear you properly, Well, I'm sorry for you, love, if you need to do that. Y ou 

should get yourself a good man who'll give you a proper seeing-to. JENNA, 35, 

mature student I'm quite well endowed, as you can see, and my husband, Mike, loves 

to masturbate over my breasts. I almost have an orgasm myself when I do it for him 

and he tells me he's about to come, and then it all spurts out. It goes miles. It shoots 

over my tits and hits me on the chin. We've been married thirteen years and I can do it 

just as he likes it. He's excellent at doing it to me, too. I like him to put his whole arm 

between my legs so that I can rub myself against it, then I like him to press my clitoris 

with his hand, with his fingers poking up me at the same time. He likes to watch me 

do it to myself, and we both like to masturbate in front of the mirrored wardrobes, 

watching ourselves do it. Kinky pair, aren't we? JULIE, 31, chiropodist I've been 

fascinated by men masturbating since I first encountered our local wanker when I was 

quite young. He used to lurk around and we all used to watch him through the 

windows as he stuck his willy out of his dirty raincoat and jerked his hand up and 

down on it. As soon as I got a boyfriend, I did it to him and he was shocked, but he 

came instantly and I learned the meaning of the term 'sticky fingers'. I have stimulated 

myself for as long as I can remember. I can remember the pleasurable feeling I used 

to get when I was young and pulled my knickers up tight around my crotch. I love 

wearing tight knickers for that reason, the permanent pressure on my organs. I adore 

watching guys wank, it's a real turn-on. They all have their different methods, and it's 

funny how with some guys their come just dribbles out, whereas with others it squirts, 



almost like pee. I love feeling it raining down on me when they do it all over me. Oh 

God, I'm getting so horny talking about it. You'd better buy me another coffee quick. 

SCOTT, 44, businessman I don't mind talking about it. You don't seem the sort of 

young lady who's easily embarrassed. I remember the thrill I got the first time I thrust 

a girl's hand inside my trousers, when I was seventeen. The moment I felt those cool 

female fingers clutching it, I shot off in her hand. All girls need teaching. Tossing a 

bloke off doesn't come naturally to them. I never used to have a clue where a clitoris 

was. I used to rub all the wrong bits. Some women like to be 36 Forest I took some 

flowers round to my girlfriend as I knew I was going to get a bollocking for being 

late. She said she hadn't got a vase to put them in. I got annoyed and told her to stuff 

them somewhere else for all I cared. When I turned round, she'd taken off her 

knickers and, well, you can imagine the rest. If not, this snap will give you a good 

idea. We did make up in the end. Doug, Aberdeen. admit I was getting rapidly turned 

on by the sight of my husband wearing my underwear with a massive erection. I 

composed myself and grabbed my camera and took several pictures of him. I told him 

that if he didn't do what I asked of him he would have to face the prospect of his 

mates seeing the photos. He nodded meekly. I then dropped my skirt and tore off my 

panties. I pushed him off the bed and told him not to stock licking me out until I told 

him to. Several orgasms and a few hours later, I told him to stop and as a reward I 

started to suck him off. After he had come I tied him up to the bed using some of my 

stockings. When he was secure I dressed again and took the car round to my best 

friend's flat where she stays with her flat mate, Julie. I explained what had happened 

and they agreed to help me with my plan. When we got back we went upstairs to find 

my husband asleep. After waking him up, my friend started to undress, followed by 

me and Julie. Steve's cock was now fully erect. I then climbed on top of Steve with 

my back on his stomach while Julie climbed on top of me. The pressure on Steve 

must have been enormous but he didn't say anything, he just stared at me and Julie as 

we got into the 69 position and started to give each other some good old fashioned 

oral sex. After we had both reached a climax my friend leaped on top of me and I 

started to lick her out while she did the same to me. After we had both climaxed the 

same happened between my friend and Julie. After this my husband's penis was stiffer 

than I had ever seen it. I couldn't help feeling sorry for him but kept my cool and 

slowly started to play with his erection. I told him that if he didn't want any of his 

mates to see the photos he would have to do all the housework and wear womens' 

clothes while he was in the house. He laughed at first, but soon changed his mind. Our 

sex life has now improved rapidly. We have bought another double bed and pushed 

that next to our double bed. All four of us often sleep together Continued on page 70 

LITTLE TITTERS What do you mean you forgot to put one on! stroked gently, others 

like me to wield a vibrator, or shove several fingers in. What I really like is to be 

naked with a nice, randy lady and toss myself off while watching her finger herself. 

That's really good. I like her to spread her legs so that I  can see those fingers brushing 

her forest and working on her clitty and burying themselves in her vagina. It's best if 

we can arrange to come simultaneously. I like to hear her saying she's going to come, 

and listen to her groans and panting, and that sends me over the top and has me 

spurting all over her. MAN IN PINSTIPED SUIT, about 30. Are you a tart? You look 

like a hooker. Collecting fantasies for a dirty book? You should be swept off the 

streets and have your mouth washed out with carbolic before you corrupt innocent 

people. If I wasn't in a hurry, I'd report you, you dirty little slag. WOMAN IN 

BAKERY, about 50. Sorry, dear, you've got the wrong place. Sex shop's down the 

road. What? Me? I've been celebate for sixteen years and I'd never dream of - Oh, 



take that machine away, I've got to wrap up these French sticks. PATRICK, 26, sales 

rep Yes, I've helped a young lady out of her state of frustration and had her do it to 

me. It's what safe sex is all about. You don't need a condom for that. I'd be far too shy 

to have a girl watch my bring myself off. That's for indulging in private. I'd be 

fascinated to know what women do to themselves but no girl's ever let me look. I need 

to met a brazen hussy. You look the sort… SUZETTE, 30, waitress in cocktail bar I 

had a feller once who had the oddest method of wanking I've ever seen. Rather than 

use his hand, he'd lie face down on the bed and rub himself off against the sheet. He 

said he'd started doing it that way at boarding school, as a way of avoiding being 

detected. It wasn't much fun to watch, I never masturbate. I wouldn't know how. A 

guy handed me a vibrator once and said he wanted to watch me use it, but I was too 

shy and just got the giggles. WOMAN, late forties If you want to talk to me about it, 

you'll have to do it without my name or any details, okay? Well, I was masturbating 

boys long before I started screwing. It was exciting and didn't lead to pregnancy, so I 

did it to every boy I went out with. Sometimes they'd try to do it to me, but they were 

clumsy and it hurt, so I always stopped them. I don't get turned on by watching them 

do it, but I do love to do it to them, especially if they do it to me at the same time and 

we can match our rhythms. Even at my age I get a kick out of going to the cinema 

with a feller, fumbling for his cock in the dark, placing his hand up my knickers and 

having a good old steamy, sticky wanking session. Gorgeous! SHAVEN HAVENS 

Plump, puffy, pouting pussy lips, shaved smooth to the touch is what we want in 

Razzle. Get your girls some foam and a razor and we'll get a tenner of to you! Melissa 

and Doreen from Tunbridge Wells came clean whilst holidaying in Fuengirola. "It 

catches the sea breeze and feels cool as a cucumber," said Melissa. Doreen's ears 

pricked up at the mention of a cucumber but told us, "That's another story!" 37 

RACHAEL RACHAEL RACHAEL RACHAEL Rachael (36-23-36) works as a 

croupier in a top night spot in Manchester. Her hobbies include snooker, stock car 

racing and dried flower arranging. "A strange combination," says Rachael. We agree, 

but decline to ask how she gets her pleasure from dried flowers! 38 RAZZLE 

DAZZLER DOGGY FASHION We all know about women's pussies, after all the 

magazine's full of 'em, but what about their doggies? Roger D'Erarsoff investigates 

what a woman's mutt says about her muff. ST BERNARD (Dribblius Berniwinterus) 

WHAT SHE CALLS HIM: Colin WHAT SHE FEEDS HIM ON: Snow WHAT IT 

SAYS ABOUT HER:One of the St Bernard's less endearing qualities is the sheer 

quantity of dribble it produces. Its owner is similarly figted in secreting bodily fluids, 

only with her it's in the vaginal department. I wouldn't say she's quick to get excited… 

because she's not, but once under way you'll need a snorkel and Pak-a-Mac to stand 

any chance of survival. This is made worse by the fact that she's the type that likes to 

smother you with lust and affection but mostly with her fanny. So practise holding 

your breath and enrol at your nearest sub-aqua club before proceeding any further. 

UNWISE CHAT UP LINE: Your face or mine? POODLE (Pubicus Hairyus) WHAT 

SHE CALLS HIM: Elvis WHAT SHE FEEDS HIM ON: Pot Noodles WHAT IT 

SAYS ABOUT HER: Poodle owners like their men nothing short of hirsute. Head to 

toe fuzzballs with a penchant for pulling hilarious stunts on completely unsuspecting 

members of the public. Sticking a microphone - not unlike a giant penis - up their 

nose and then expecting them to find it funny (ie a complete cunt). Once they've 

found their man, Poodle owners will don Afro wigs, sit on his face and get him to rub 

hair gel into their breasts, shouting: "How's that for a Brylcreem bounce". UNWISE 

CHAT UP LINE: You look like the kind of curl I could relate to. ALSATIAN 

(Germanus Shepherdus) WHAT SHE CALLS HIM: Simba. WHAT SHE FEEDS 



HIM ON: Detective's privates. WHAT IT SAYS ABOUT HER: An Alsation lover 

also loves a man in uniform, preferably with a big blue helmet to match. She's the 

woman that put the cunt in constable (only she never was any good at spelling). She 

likes to work under the covers, enjoys being dominated and abused, and will pander to 

your every kink. Be authoritative and tell her that anything that stands in the way of 

you and her dirtbox may be taken down and sprayed liberally with aerosol whipped 

cream. UNWISE CHAT UP LINE: Do you take truncheon vouchers? GREAT DANE 

(Massivus Bollockus) WHAT SHE CALLS HIM: Collosus WHAT SHE FEEDS HIM 

ON: People WHAT IT SAYS ABOUT HER: This one likes 'em big in the nether 

regions. A python sized penis and basket balls for bollocks are all she asks. Her 

favourite trick is to induce an erection, wrap a towelling tennis racquet grip around 

the neck of your knob, shine your nuts with a squirt of Pledge and drag you around on 

your genitals like a golfing trolley. If you've never been pulled by a Great Dane owner 

before then be warned: you're the one that'll end up incurring a handicap in the shape 

of a very chaffed scrotum. UNWISE CHAT UP LINE: It must be my round. BULL 

DOG (Fullof Shittus) WHAT SHE CALLS HIM: Spike WHAT SHE FEEDS HIM 

ON: Any old line WHAT IT SAYS ABOUT HER: Basically she's a lying bitch who 

would fib her way out of a fuck by declaring that her cunt was closed for lunch. In 

truth, it's out of bounds 42 to all men, she has strong lesbian tendencies. Threesomes, 

foursomes and fivesomes are her speciality, but don't expect to be invited round for 

After Eights. If you're lucky, the exhibitionist in her might just afford you a 

windowside view as she likes to leave the curtains open to show you what you're 

missing. She likes to mess with marrows so you'll need more than a finger to plug this 

dyke. UNWISE CHAT UP LINE: Fancy a fuck? SHEEP DOG (Onemanius et 

Hisdogius) If she's got one of these, chances are she's got a bit of Welsh in her. If not, 

then she'd certainly like some. So if you're a Gareth, Gavin or Gwynne your sheep 

shagging days could be over. She's very obedient and likes being whistled at, so you'll 

often find her hanging around building sites. She will very often refuse to wear 

underwear, especially if she's got a short skirt on, as she likes to have things out in the 

open. She's also the very communicative type and failing a fully fledged fuck, would 

alwayas make do as a pen pal. UNWISE CHAT UP LINE: Fancy a dip? 

ROTTWEILER (Evilus Bastardus) WHAT SHE CALLS HIM: Baskerville WHAT 

SHE FEEDS HIM ON: Anything she fucking likes WHAT IT SAYS ABOUT HER: 

The thing about a woman that owns a Rottweiler is that nine times out of ten she'd 

rather fight you than fuck you. The closest you'll probably get to her is after she's 

imbibed 27 pints of Cunt Killer (Special Brew and Baileys) and then runs you over in 

her Honda. If you do manage to get her into bed (probably a hospital one) then get her 

to tape your testicles together or you'll end up having them chewed off. If that's your 

bag then you'd be wise to douse them liberally with Listerine beforehand. UNWISE 

CHAT UP LINE: D'ya wanna bite, bitch? DACHSUND (Biggus Phallus) WHAT 

SHE CALLS HIM: Nobby WHAT SHE FEEDS HIM ON: Fish pie WHAT IT SAYS 

ABOUT HER: Basically a Dachsund owner loves cock so much that she has to have a 

pet shaped like one. She also likes to keep it on a lead so if you don't mind having 

your todger trussed up like an oven ready chicken then you're onto a winner. Bear in 

mind that she may have certain expectations in the size department and that she'll 

probably have a fanny as big as an oven anyway. Any problems filling her up, then 

simply make like a suicide and stick your head in it. UNWISE CHAT UP LINE: 

Would you care for a sausage on a stick? PEKINESE (Yappius Infinitum) WHAT 

SHE CALLS HIM: Emlyn. WHAT SHE FEEDS HIM ON: Sulphate WHAT IT 

SAYS ABOUT HER: It's highly probable that he's been saved from a fate worse than 



Chinese takeaway so don't invite her out for a nosh up at the local Chinky emporium. 

Her vocal range, like her pet, is normally of the high pitched, unrelenting variety 

which, once you get her hot under the collar will manifest itself in sopranoed panting 

not unlike Mickey Mouse having a wank. The only way to shut her up is to disguise 

your dick as a Bonio and tell her to chomp on that. You may have problems telling 

when she's having an orgasm as she has the kind of face that always looks as though 

she's in the middle of a hefty crap. UNWISE CHAT UP LINE: Shall we go for a 

wok? 43 EXPLICIT SCAN MAGS UNCENSORED UNDER £1.50 EACH Very 

explicit, completely uncensored, full colour sex mags that would cost £25 each and 

more in Soho. Superb printing in full colour enables you to see every minute detail. 

These photo colour mags leave absolutely nothing to the imagination, bringing you a 

feast of uncensored, explicit sex. These low prices are only available because we bulk 

bought nearly 2 million titles and we are selling them in groups of six to keep the high 

cost of individual magazine despatch down. We are sure you will appreciate our 

efforts in keeping costs down and we ask only that you buy at least the 6 titles in each 

group offered. MS/11 THESE SIX MAG TITLES JUST £9.95 RODOX: Stunning 

well build girls cajole and caress the boys into more and more frantic sex action. 

LESBIAN LOVERS: All action lesbian lust with the dildo crazy butch older woman 

and her two young, blonde female lovers. SENSATION: George and his thunderbolt, 

when roused can satisfy at least six hungry girls together - see him in action. COLOR 

CLIMAX: Take John Holmes' 10" of massive manhood and let Ursula put it where 

she wants. TRANSEXUAL TRIO: You can hear the sound of leather and the clanking 

of chains in this explicit portrayal. Mixed sex like you have never seen it mixed 

before! PUSSYCAT: All girl group sex orgy - packed with dildo and object sex. 18 

SEX MAG TITLES AT CRAZY PRICES 6 TITLES £9.95 12 TITLES £18.95 ALL 

18 £24.95 MS/12 THESE SIX MAG TITLES ONLY £9.95 BLUE CLIMAX A real 

gang-bang when five real heavies give it to the mini-skirted blonde. BI-SEXUAL 

ORGY: The Pantry Maid gets it from Cook, the Butler and Upstairs Maid. The trainee 

nurse bares her boobs for Sister. Plus girls who love girls and guys in mixed orgy 

action. BALLOONS: Big boob special, nipple masage, squashed melons, oiled boobs 

and nipple sex. TEENAGE SEX: Swedish teenage blondes lust after each other's body 

in a frenzy of excitement. THAI HOOKERS: Uniform sex and strict discpline that is 

the speciality of the Thai hooker. If you like it heavy and very sexy, then this is for 

you. SCREW: The gardner with his massive tool eases his way further and further 

into the young French Maid. MS/13 THESE SIX MAG TITLES JUST £9.95 

PRIVATE: The Groom gets drunk, while the bride is fingered by her bridesmaid and 

screwed by the Best Man. COLLEGE GIRLS: College girls galore stripping and 

screwing all over the Campus. A visit to the College ensures you get your end away. 

EXCITING: All girl group sex - two girls finger each other by the river - they don't 

realise they are not alone. SWEDISH EROTICA: She's crazy for sex and when she's 

picked up by 5 guys in a car, she does not mind being had by all of them in the lay-by. 

RUBBER RAVERS: An explicit daring special edition for those who like it packed 

from cover to cover with rubber action. SHAVED: Lusty and Busty - big boobed 

beautiful bodies, his and her shavers. Creamed and brushed and thoroughly scrubbed - 

it goes all the way. I WATCHED HIM WITH THE NEIGHBOUR 0898 886 402 

(Calls charged 25p a minute off peak, 38p a minute peak) HOW TO ORDER: 1. 

Complete and post coupon with correct monies. 2.Visit one of the retail outlets listed 

below. CALLERS WELCOME: These and many other adult products are available 

amongst the retail outlets listed. Mon-Sat 9.30. - 6.pm. (Fri.8.p.m. LONDON (Sth) 14 

Bourne Rd,  (Bexley Village) Bexley *1539 London Rd, Norbury SW16 *19 West 
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COVENTRY 34 Walsgrave Rd. CROYDON *109a Church St. DARLINGTON *91 

Victoria Rd. DERBY *61 Osmaston Rd. EXETER Private Shop *133 Fore St. 

FOLKESTONE 105 Dover Rd. GLOUCESTER *178a Barton St. GRIMSBY *189 

Grimsby Rd. GREAT YARMOUTH 3 Howard St. North HEMEL HEMPSTEAD 

*193 London Rd. KETTERING *25 Market St. KINGS LYNN *41 Norfolk St. 

KINGSTON 203 Kingston Rd, New Malden LEICESTER *116 Granby St. 

LINCOLN *68 High St. LIVERPOOL 63 Moorfields LUTON *74 Wellington St. 

MACCLESFIELD *77 Chestergate MANCHESTER *54 Oldham St. MARGATE 

*Northdown Rd MIDDLESBROUGH 14 Borough Rd NEWCASTLE 56 

Westmorland Rd. NORWICH 39 St Augustine's St. OLDHAM *95 Huddersfield Rd. 

OXFORD 54 Cowley Rd. READING *108 Southampton St. ROTHERHAM *3/5 

Rawmarsh Hill, Parkgate. SHREWSBURY *40 Wyle Cop SWINDON 7 Devises Rd, 

Old Town. WEST BROMWICH *19 Bull St, Ringway WOLVERHAMPTON 17 

Broad St YORK *5 Scarcroft Rd WALES - WREXHAM 6 Yorke St. N. IRELAND - 

BELFAST 31 Gresham St. *Licensed by appropriate Local Authority. STOCKISTS 

These are non-sex shops who carry some adult products incidental to their main 

business , they may not carry the particular product advertised. LONDON (East) 627 

Forest Rd. Walthamstow E17 (North) 682 Holloway Rd N19 (North West) 659 Nth 

Circular Rd, Brent NW 2 (South) 318 Lewisham Rd, Lewisham SE13 BEDFORD 72 

Tavistock St. BIRMINGHAM (Cen) 43 The Bullring (above Open Air Mid) 

BIRMINGHAM 487 Stratford Rd., Sparkhill BOLTON 201 St George's Rd. 

BRADFORD 147 Manningham Lane BURNLEY 124c Colne Rd. BURY 94 

Rochdale Rd. CHESTER 5 Boughton CREWE 74 Edelston Rd. DONCASTER 15 

Copley Rd. FELIXSTOWE 9 Manning Rd. HARROGATE 19 Westmorland St. 

HUDDERSFIELD 70 Bradford Rd., Fartown HULL 263 Hessle Rd. LEEDS 209 

North St. MANSFIELD 19 Ratcliffe Gate NORTHAMPTON 8 Regent Sq. 

NOTTINGHAM 18 Carrington St., 213 Mansfield Rd. PETERBOROUGH 75 

Oundle Rd. PLYMOUTH 31 Princess St., Derrys Cross PRESTON 442 New Hall 

Lane SALISBURY 125 South Western Rd. SHEFFIELD Unit 5, 68 Division St. 

SOUTHAMPTON 103 St Mary St. SOUTHEND 39 Eastern Esplanade STOKE 62 

Piccadilly, Hanley WAKEFIELD 71 Doncaster Rd. WORCESTER 16 Lowesmoor 

SCOTLAND - EDINBURGH 60 Elm Row, Leith Walk GLASGOW 319 Gallowgate 

WALES - CARDIFF 9 Mill Lane NEWPORT 18 Cardiff Rd. SWANSEA 3 Dillwyn 

St. SP5 READERS OFFER DEPT 34 Upton Lane, Forest Gate, London E7 9LN 

Please rush me the magazine titles listed below. I enclose Cash/Cheque/P.O. for £5 If 

paying by cheque add your name and address to reverse side. Tobyward Reg. 

No.1634311 952 MS/11 x 6 TITLES £9.95 MS/12 x 6 TITLES £9.95 MS/13 x 6 

TITLES £9.95 ANY TWO OF THESE (12 TITLES) £18.95 ALL 18 TITLES 

ABOVE £24.95 Name Address Postcode READER OFFERS DEPT. RA 34 Upton 

Lane, Forest Gate, London E7 9LN 952 DIAMOND NETWORK INC. CLASSIFIED 

PERSONAL SPYING THROUGH THE CURTAINS Hear about the perverts who 

peep on 0898 884 701 I LOVE TO PLAY SPANKING GAMES with the next door 

neighbours, its sinful and secret on 0898 884 703 BACK SEAT BONKING They're 

all at it where I live, phone 0898 884 704 for the lusty low down. "BOUND TO 



ENJOY" Strapped up for sex, the its the best way, give it a try on 0898 884 705 

LUST HUNGRY HOUSE-WIFE is looking for sexual diversions. Only very kinky 

people call 0898 884 706 PINSTRIPE SUIT AND PANTYLESS Cool business like 

outside, hot and wet underneath, she's waiting for you on 0898 884 707 THE LADY 

NEEDS A ROCK HARD CHOPPER It's got to be big. Only well endowed men need 

phone 0898 884 708 SOPHISTICATED LADY REQUIRES a bit of rough. She wants 

you to use her as a sex object phone 0898 884 709 to hear this upper class nympho 

beg for it. DESPICABLE DEMANDS ring 0898 884 710 (XXX adults only) you 

must be broadminded to phone this number PLEASE PUT IT IN I'm waiting for you 

on 0898 884 711 THE COUNTESS DAVINA talks dirty to you on 0898 884 712 

She's no lady, she's a tramp YOUNG COUPLE DESPERATE to get into the swapiing 

secene ring 0898 884 713 if you could show them the ropes JILLY AND JOHN Hi 0 

we're kinky and keen to try anything. Outrageous suggestions please, phone on 0898 

884 714 SEXUAL DEVIATIONS in the dungeon. Dare you phone 0898 884 715 and 

enter the dark dripping cavern LANDLORD AND LANDLADY are looking for some 

after hours fun with broadminded couples or singles, she pulls the pints, you pull her 

on 0898 884 716 SUSAN, PETER, MIKE AND CAROL get it together. Wild wife 

swapping on 0898 884 717 COPULATING COUPLES It could be your next door 

neighbours. Find out on 0898 884 718 YOU'VE HEARD OF PASS THE PARCEL 

Why not phone 0898 884 719 for the adult version, pass the person I WAS 

NAUGHTY and he spanked me while his wife watched . Find out what happened 

next on 0898 884 720 PARTY PERVERSIONS Our parties always go with a swing 

because they're full of swingers, why not gatecrash on 0898 884 721 ALL THE WAY 

ANTICS our party games are so shocking - listen to them on 0898 884 722 Don't call 

if you have a bad heart. YOU COULD BE SO LUCKY Listen to our shocking Adult 

Lucky Dip on 0898 884 723 WHO DARES BARES Musical dares is more fun than 

musical chairs, outrageous outcomes on 0898 884 724 I NEED A FIRM HAND I've 

been naughty and I beg you to phone me on 0898 884 725 HUMPTY GETS 

HUMPED A must for those who love large people for overweight eroticism Phone 

0898 884 726 JACK'S STALK just grows and grows. Find out why it's getting so big 

on 0898 884 727 THE DWARFS do Snow White, they may be little but you know 

what they say about short men, find out the truth on 0898 884 728 FOR THE 

ULTIMATE IN kinky tales phone 0898 884 729 and listen with Mistress IT CAN 

GIVE YOU PLEASURE and it can give you pain. Listen to the joys of leather on 

0898 884 730 DIVE IN The water's lovely - I'm waiting for you on 0898 884 731 

HAVE YOU BEEN NAUGHTY? call now for your punishment on 0898 884 740 I'M 

TIED UP to tease you, call me now on 0898 884 741 for bizarre bondage sex. I'VE 

BEEN VERY NAUGHTY call now and spank me on 0898 884 742 PLEASE 

PROMISE to punish me, I've done some disgusting things, so I deserve it 0898 884 

743 BACK STREET BONKING They're all at it where I live PHONE 0898 884 704 

FOR THE LUSTY LOWDOWN ARE YOU MAN ENOUGH to dish it out? Phone 

0898 884 744 if you think you can give me the thrashing I deserve. MY BOTTOM'S 

BARE and I'm waiting for you to use your whip. Please make it sting on 0898 884 

745 VERY WET and wanting you on 0898 884 746 HORNY HIGH HEELS She's 

waiting for you on 0898 884 747. Only men who have been bad need call. STRICT 

LATEX MISTRESS wants to punish you on 0898 884 748 She shows no mercy 

WHO DARES BARES Musical dares is far more fun than than musical chairs 

OUTRAGEOUS OUTCOMES ON 0898 884 724 CALLS CHARGES at 25p PER 

MIN CHEAP RATE, 38p AT ALL OTHER TIMES, P.O. BOX 272, LONDON 

SW11 SQZ. I WILL MAKE YOU behave. If you don't you will be severely castised, 



phone 0898 884 749 for your training. SPITEFUL WITH SPIKES This lady will 

spank you with her stilettos on 0898 884 750 I DEMAND that you wash me all over 

with only your tongue. Ring 0898 884 751 GROVEL you disgusting little man. I want 

you on your hands and knees for the ultimate in domination, call 0898 884 752 SUCK 

MY FINGERS on 0898 884 753 YOUNG LADY who's heavily into oral wants to 

tease you with her tongue, call now on 0898 884 754 LANDLORD & LANDLADY 

are looking for some after hours FUN with broadminded couples of singles. She pulls 

the pints - you pull her on 0898 884 716 I'M WEARING NAUGHTY UNDIES 

behind the counter. Shall I describe them to you? For those very intimate details dial 

0898 884 755 VERY BIG, HARD men required by girl who loves to get her lips 

around them. Do you qualify? Find out on 0898 884 756 CAN YOU TICKLE MY 

TONSILS and I don't mean with your tongue, big men only need phone 0898 884 756 

YOU'VE HEARD OF PASS THE PARCEL. Why not phone 0898 884 719 for the 

Adult version PASS THE PERSON ADULTS ONLY ONE SWALLOW doesn't 

make a Summer. Hear me do it now on 0898 884 758 HOUSEWIFE WHO'S 

PANTING for it, listen to Paula tell you why she's feeling so horny, call now on 0898 

884 759 OUTRAGEOUS UNDERWEAR If you phone 0898 884 760 I'll tell you 

about it in every sexy detail NORTHAMPTON NYMPHO who can't get enough 

wants you to ring her on 0898 884 761 Maybe you can satisfy her. MY HUSBAND'S 

AWAY a lot. I need to get satisfaction. Call Sabrina now on 0898 884 762 I'M 

LOOKING FOR STUDS in the Dover area, to be my naughty bit on the side. Can you 

please call me on 0898 884 763 EASY FROM ESSEX That's what they call me 

because my husband isn't man enough for me. Find out what I get up to on 0898 884 

764 DIRTY UNDERWEAR I'm wearing it and I bet you want to hear about it. If you 

do ring 0898 884 765 FRAN IS DESPERATE She needs a man just like you to 

satisfy her sexually. She's lusty but lonely call now on 0898 884 766 HEAR ABOUT 

THE NAUGHTY SECRET letters people write to raunchy Rachael on 0898 884 767 

LADIES RACHAEL WANTS to tell you about some of the sexy sins, phone 0898 

884 768 for full details RAUNCHY RACHAEL loves to find out what you naughty 

listeners get up to. Some of you have written and told her, now you can find out as 

well on 0898 884 769 I COMPLETELY LOSE CONROL When I'm drunk you can 

do anything you like with me ring 0898 884 770 HEAR MORE of those kinky letters 

on 0898 884 771. They really are naughty - don't ring if you're easily shocked. XXX 

ADULTS ONLY The letters people have written to Rachael that no-one under 18 

should listen to 0898 884 772 DISGUSTING TELEPHONE TALK, Obscene phone 

callers have got nothing on me. Try it if you dare on 0898 884 773 TEMPT ME TO 

COME. Can you make me do it? Why not phone on 0898 884 774 I'M TIED UP to 

tease you. Call me now on 0898 884 741 FOR BIZARRE BONDAGE SEX 

SOPHISTICATED LADY REQUIRES A BIT OF ROUGH. She wants you to use her 

as a SEX OBJECT. 0898 884 709 to hear this upper class NYMPHO BEG FOR IT 

DESIGNER DRESS and disgusting undies. This lady will tell you what she wears 

underneath her expensive dresses on 0898 884 775 I THINK I'M A FEMALE 

PERVERT My desires are so dirty. What do you think? Ring 0898 884 776 MAKE 

ME MOAN Ring 0898 884 777. I'm waiting for you to call - do it now. MADGE 

FROM MARGATE wants your fingers to do the talking - Ring now on 0898 884 777 

FRUSTRATED DEBBY WANTS YOU to discipline her. She's been very bad behind 

her husband's back. Will you give it to her on 0898 884 779 YOUNG LADY LOVES 

to wear kinky underwear. Maybe you would like to do it as well. Ring 0898 884 780 

for details. MY SEX LIFE IS Boring. Can you spice it up? Housewife in 

Walthamstow is waiting for your calls on 0898 884 781. RAMPANT AND READY 



but don't tell my husband. I need satisfaction - please call 0898 884 782 if yoy can 

help me. I'VE GOT NO MAN so I have to do it myself. Why not phone and listen on 

0898 884 783. THERE'S JUST ME AND MY BODY. I must satisfy myself on 0898 

884 784. I'LL KEEP MY STOCKINGS ON while we do it. Why not ring 0898 884 

785 and I'll talk you through it. SELF-SATISFACTION. Who needs men when I'm so 

good at doing it to myself. You can listen but you can't join in on 0898 884 786. 

PERSONAL I LOVE TO READ PORN MAGS. They turn me on so much that I have 

to relieve myself. Hear me do it on 0898 884 787. I WANT TO TALK DIRTY with 

you. Make me do it on 0898 884 788. I CAN MAKE IT happen for you just by 

talking. Give me a try on 0898 884 789. 40 YEARS OLD with an amazing sex drive 

wants to gobble up young men. Applicants please phone 0898 884 790. NAUGHTY 

GIRL TIES it live. Find out what on 0898 884 791. HOT PANTS Ring 0898 884 792 

to find out how they got like that. DO YOU DESERVE my well worn undies? Phone 

0898 884 793 to see if you qualify. THEY'RE ROUND MY ANKLES and I've just 

been caught. Ring 0898 884 794 for the full story. WET & WAITING for you to call 

me on 0898 884 795 YOUNG COUPLE desperate to get into the swapping scene. 

Ring 0898 884 713 if you could show them the ropes. I'LL TAKE THEM DOWN 

especially for you but you've got to ring me on 0898 884 796 to make me do it. 

WORN PANTIES FOR SALE. They've been next to my skin and I want you to have 

them. Ring 0898 884 797 for full details. PULLED TO ONE SIDE I believe in easy 

access. If you want to come in ring 0898 884 798. 0898 884 799 FREEPORT 

SERVICES.RAW SEX 0898 442 275 BONKING ACTIONS 0898 442 278 Nym 

Phones BATTERY THROB 0898 442 259 EXPLICIT XXX 0898 442 271 

DISCIPLINE LINE CORRECTION 0898 442 258 KINKY TORMENT 0898 442 

268 BEND OVER 0898 442 277 STOCKS & BONDS 0898 442 262 NAUGHTY! 

0898 442 267 REALLY DIRTY 0898 442 256 TWO GIRLS 0898 442 269 

GROUPIES 0898 442 279 NYMPHOS 0898 442 265 BLACK STOCKINGS 0898 

442 261 OVER THE TOP 0898 442 274 CLIMAX 0898 442 260 GIRLS DO IT 0898 

442 257 SHOWER LUST 0898 442 285 HOT & RANDY 0898 442 270 ORAL 

SATISFACTION ULTIMATE CLIMAX 0898 442 276 LICK CHICK 0898 442 282 

SATISFY ME 0898 442 272 MOUTH TO XXX 0898 442 283 DONNA DEEP 

THROAT 0898 442 266 STEAMING SEX TIGHT SKIRT 0898 442 273 UPPER 

DELIGHT 0898 442 284 HORNY & HOT 0898 442 281 FISHNET FETISH 0898 

442 280 STOCKING TOP 0898 442 263 WET FANTASY 0898 442 264 All 

messages commence with warning and index introductions. ST. GRID  CALLS 

CHARGED AT 25p PER MINUTE CHEAP RATE & 38p PER MINUTE AT ALL 

OTHER TIMES. P.O. BOX 242, LONDON SW15 2RJ FLAT MATES Sue Sybil 

New flat, naughty young girls and a lot more coming than going… "Beans means 

fun," chanted Sybil, as she sloshed another tin of beans over my tits and giggled as 

they slithered down my boobs leaving a spunky looking trail over my belly. One by 

one the cool, regular shaped beans made their way through my pubic entanglements 

before lodging themselves on my swollen, juiced up cunt. "Hmm," she saisd, as she 

ran her tongue around her mouth and moistened her lips, "here I come!" She placed 

her mouth on my beaned tits and sucked away madly, plucking the beans from my 

ends with her flicking tongue. My fanny gave way to that aching itch and I placed my 

hand over my cunt to comfort it. Sybil reacted quickly and her tongue swooped down 

over my belly, and down to my frantic clitty. As she looked up at me, I saw the 

tomato stain that had spread around her mouth, as she lapped up the bean sauce along 

with my own juices. I began to rub Sybil's tits as she pulled her tongue away from my 

fanny and began easing her sticky fingers into my slit. My legs wobbled 



uncontrollably as I too began finger fucking Sybil. Her buttocks slid down into the 

bath and squelched against the mash of beans. "Harder, harder," she cried, as I forced 

four fingers into Sybil's hot, puffed out cunt. Her whole body bucked and writhed as 

we orgasmed together and screamed out as we thrashed our naked bodies around in 

the tub. We lay still for several minutes afterwards, before Sybil said: "I'll put the 

bangers under the grill, then!" Next time we reckon we'll have larger, meatier bangers 

to deal with, eh? CONFESSIONS OF A READER'S WIFE "I wanted to lick his 

cock" I'd just moved to a new area with my husband so he could do well with his 

business when it happened. At first, I found that having a new house that needed 

furniture and curtains etc. kept me occupied but once it was all done, I found myself 

at a loose end during the day. I decided to find a part-time job and went for several 

interviews. On my second interview in a small shoe shop I met up with the branch 

manager, who didn't normally conduct the interviews. We got on extremely well, he 

came from Sussex like myself, and seemed to miss all his local friends there. After the 

interview, he took me to for a spot of lunch. It was all very enjoyable for me, one 

minute I was bored to tears at home, the next I was sitting in a country pub with a 

handsome man, sipping gin and tonic. Maybe I'd had a few too many drinks in the 

pub but as he drove back to town and we chatted I felt very light headed. As we were 

driving along, he reached into the glvoe compartment to find a tape to play. The tape 

kind of fell out of the glove compartment, out of its case, and lodged on the floor 

between my legs. He pulled the car over into a leafy lay-by and ducked down with an 

apology as he fumbled for the tape. I watched the beads of sweat on the back of his 

neck trickle towards his shirt collar and could only think about his cock and how 

much that would ooze if I turned him on. I thought of my husband too, but was 

amazed how excited I felt with no pangs of guilt Sucking Wildly As his head bobbed 

up from the floor his eyes caught mine and he must have known. The tape was 

dropped back onto the floor again as a hand moved up my thigh, across my blouse 

and into the cleavage. He pulled out one of my tits and bgean sucking wildly on my 

nipple. My fanny was twinging in anticipation as his other hand slid up my skirt, 

passed over my stocking top and began probing at my wet crotch. He moved the panty 

crotch material to one side, along with my outer lips, and began stroking my clit 

gently sending waves of pleasure over me. I hadn't realised how good it could feel 

when someone else did it, I mean, I've never been unfaithful to my husband in over 

ten years of marriage. I let him play with my fanny  for a while, enjoying it as I was, I 

was pretty scared not knowing what to do next. I wanted to rip his trousers off, lick 

his cock, fumble with his balls and… it was all so difficult, my husband just slides his 

tool out of his pyjamas if I show an interest at home. He always wants the lights off 

too. It was all such a contrast to this guy with his head, now buried deep into my 

sweaty pubes, and I didn't know how to react. He must have read my thoughts at this 

point as he took hold of my hand and guided it into the top of his trousers. His 

mushroomed head was practically poking out for air and seemed to be just as relieved 

to be let out, as I was to be guided at this crucial moment. I held the stiffened shaft in 

my hand and worked away as my husband had told me to do. This guy seemed 

unimpressed and I was just about to give up when I hit upon a gigantic climax myself 

and in turn, wanked him off at break-neck speed. He groaned and bucked his loins as 

my hands became covered in a massive amount of spunk. His cream had hit the roof 

of the car and was trickling down onto my tits. Wanked Himself Things were a bit 

squashed in the car and as he opened the passenger door on my side, I automatically 

stretched out my legs. He held his cock in the air for several minutes, examining his 

hard-on, before he sat on my tits, pulled them together to make a huge cleavage, and 



tehn wanked himself off. He'd just reached a climax when he stuffed the meat into my 

pussy and I caught up with him with the aid of some clitty stimulation from myself. 

His balls were swinging wildly as he thrust his knob harder and harder into me. I 

wasn't going to let him go this far but that's what they all say, and now I know what 

the heat of the moment is. All the moments shared in country lay-bys in my free 

afternoons with Patrick from the shoe shop are heated. I now love living here, enjoy 

my job and I'm also able to teach my straight laced hubby a few things that make his 

toes curl in the bedroom. I told him I'd been reading sex manuals in the library on my 

spare afternoon and he thought it was a great idea. One day, he said, "June, I don't 

care where you get your ideas from, love, just make sure you try them out on me 

first," No problem there, Patrick (the shoe shop manager) has already perfected his 

angle, so it will be the first time, only on someone different! June, Suffolk "I'm 

wetting myself!" Some years ago I found myself working behind the bar of a small, 

undistinguished night-club, strictly for extra evening cash at the weekends. One 

Saturday night, not amazingly busy, I was having a drink with Alice, another barmaid, 

while we both waited for the manager to add up the takings and put them in the safe 

until Monday. I was twenty-five at the time and unattached. Alice was two years 

young with a regular boyfriend. We were chatting about this and that, waiting for our 

lift home. Suddenly, two men with stocking masks over their heads burst in and 

brandished what looked like an air pistol at me. I wanted to giggle, frankly, but I 

wasn't taking any chances. The manager, Pete, came out of his office and handed over 

the money without a word, since that was what they were obviously after. Although 

the money was all they wanted, they nevertheless guided both me and Alice over to a 

couple of pillars, which supported the roof, and handcuffed us with our hands behind 

our backs. As for Pete, they sat him down on a chair and used rope on his hands. 

"That should keep you away from the phone, until we're well away," murmured one 

and, with that, they left. For a while, we were all too shocked to say anything, but then 

I said to Pete, "You're only tied with rope. You'll have to get free and then find a key 

or hack-saw to free us." Unfortunately, though he struggled a lot, the knots had been 

well-tied. So nothing happened for a while until Alice, with a rather sheepish grin, 

announced, "I hope we get free soon, because I'm dying to go to the loo." Weird 

Threesome My wrists are quite thin and, for a while, I actually thought I might be able 

to slip one out, but I couldn't Alice, meanwhile, got more and more frantic. She was 

wearing tight pink trousers, under which I could see the outline of her knickers and I 

thought I detected a tiny stain at the top of her inside left leg, but it may only have 

been a shadow. Her white blouse was also tight and, beneath it, she was braless. It 

was a weird threesome we made. Pete, I couldn't help noticing, was mesmerized by 

Alice's condition and, in turn, I began to get more interested in his condition, which 

hwas visibly enlarging all the time. I was sure, for instance, that the tiny stain between 

Alice's legs had now spread to the top of her right leg as well. Obviously Pete's 

attention embarrassed her, as she cried out, "oh please, do something, I can't wait 

much longer." "Don't worry, love," I told her, "he's doing all he can. It's nothing to be 

ashamed of. If you can't wait, you'll have to do it." The truth is, I was beginning to 

feel pretty much the same. It makes it so much worse when you want a pee and know 

you can't go. Alice tried another brave little smile, but now she was forcing her legs 

together and fidgeting constantly. Her breathing, I'm sure, also had something to do 

with the fact that Pete's cock was making a tent in the middle of his creased trousers. I 

would have loved to have gone over there, pulled it out and give it a long, slow 

sucking. "Oh no," Alice suddenly cried, "it's too late. I'm wetting myself!" Pete and I 

were absolutely glued to her crotch-line. For what seemed like ages, nothing 



happened and then, suddenly, streams of urine streaked down both legs of her 

trousers, and the pinkness of them got gradually darker and darker. We all sat in 

silence, Alice's head lowered in shame, as her pee formed a pool on the floor between 

her feet. I'm afraid the sight of it hastened my own bursting condition too. My own 

crotch was damp already (particularly, I know, from staring at Pete's cock) and, all of 

a sudden, I couldn't control it either. "Oh well," I said, light-heartedly, "here is 

comes." There was a strong hissing sound and I opened my legs and released the 

muscles from spasm. For almost a whole minute, the liquid just poured out of me and 

onto the dance-floor. This is the moment that Pete chose to jump up out of the chair, 

saying he'd untied the knots. To this day, I'm certain he could have done it earlier, but 

he never let on. Firstly he disappeared to find a saw of some kind, and came back with 

a small one, freeing Alice first. De- HOT LIVE PHONE SEX Naughty young vixens 

waiting just for you. Share your most secret desires with our girls over the phone. 

This is the hot and horny phone service you've been waiting for - here at last. 0101-

416-868-1640 (Credit Cards Accepted) This is A Live Conversation. Not a Recorded 

Message HOT-SEX-LINES (DIAL FOR RAW HORNY ACTION) SUSPENDERS 

0836 402 146 RIP MY PANTIES OFF 0836 402 147 TALK FILTHY TO ME 0836 

402 148 NYMPHO SATISFIES 0836 402 149 SLIDE INTO ME 0836 402 150 SELF 

SATISFACTION 0836 402 151 WHITE LACY PANTIES 0836 402 152 

PUNISHMENT LINE 0836 402 153 DIRTY HOUSEWIFE 0836 402 154 DIRTY 

TALKING PEOPLE 0836 402 155 RUBBER PARTY 0836 402 156 CLIMAX 

WITH MANDY 0836 402 157 SUSIE SUCKS & NIBBLES 0836 402 158 RAW 

SEX 0836 402 159 BLACK STOCKING TOPS 0836 402 160 MASSAGE MY 

PUSSY 0836 402 161 ORAL SEX 0836 402 162 LESBIAN LOVERS 0836 402 163 

SLIDE MY KNICKERS DOWN 0836 402 164 SEX WANTED 0836 402 165 

FANTASY PRODUCTION CALLS CHARGED AT 25P PER MIN, CHEAP AND 

38P PEAK MIN. OTHER TIMES 51  Welcome To…Valentine's Bedside Companions 

Your Guarantee to sexual happiness! 1. AMBUSH. Sexual Attractant laced with 

pheromones… a concentrated formula that will make beautiful women go wild with 

desire! JUST £14.95. CODE #12377 2. HEAT WAVE. This warming body lotion will 

send waves of tantalizing heat throughout every part of your body. 4 Oz. Tube WILD 

STRAWBERRY flavor. CODE #14464. ONLY £7.95. 3. KONG DONG. 

INCREDIBLE. It's 14" LONG and a full 3" THICK to give any woman that feeling of 

total satisfaction. CODE #00185 £18.95. 4. SUPER DONG. 9" LONG 3" THICK - 

Fill her to the brim with life-like and flexible larger-than-life lady taming dong! 

CODE #02487 £7.75 5. G SPOT VIBE. Scientifically designed vibe has special shape 

to probe and stimulate the G-spot for super orgasms CODE 07949 £13.95 6. MR. 

SOFTEE FILL 'ER UP. It's here… all the features you love best! 9" long and 2" thick 

- combines the life-like feel of Mr. Softee and the thick juicy features of Fill 'Er Up. 

CODE #12989 £16.95. 7. CLIMACTOR VIBE. Watch this one drive her into a fit of 

passion! With sensational probing ticklers that will make her pussy shudder. CODE 

#13458 £14.95 8. BLACK MAMBA. A FULL 8" THICK OF THROBBING MEAT! 

This marvelous monument of manhood will bring out the animal within her. CODE 

#11776 £15.95.9. 10" VIBRATING DONG. This massive "bigger than life" vibrating 

dong will give her exactly what she wants when she wants it! She'll be begging you 

for more! CODE #05536 £12.25. 10. EXTRA LARGE STRAP ON WITH 

CLITORAL STIMULATOR. For those who like a little variety in their love making, 

this shaft will give your lover hours of thrusting pleasure! CODE #14985. Just £9.95. 

11. FILL 'ER UP. Thick, juicy and textured like a real cock. Has clit bumpers for 

added pleasure! CODE#05199 £13.55. 12. BIG BOY NEO EXTENSION. It's a full 



8" long and 1 ½" wide" Slip this fabulous sleeve over your cock and give her the ride 

of her life! CODE #04002 £16.95. 13. FORESKIN. 7" long and 2 full inches thick 

with a foreskin that really rolls back to reveal the soft probing head. She'll think it's 

you! CODE #04707 £14.95. 14. INVADER. Specially tapered head for easy insertion 

with a stimulating love-button shaft - should not be missed! CODE #05355 £8.35. 15. 

EXTAS-X. For a trouble-free jerk-off, this one does it all! It SUCKS, PUMPS & 

VIBRATES TO REALLY GET YOUR HOT ROCKS OFF! CODE #07120 £27.50. 

16. SLIPPERY STUFF. Luxurious water-based lubricant specially formulated for 

long lasting lubrication. 8 Fl. Oz. Only £9.95 CODE #10926. 17. MR. SOFTEE 

STRAP-ON. Real-feel lifelike strap-on extension. Can be used WITHOUT an 

erection… soft for comfort, yet firm for penetrating stiffness! CODE #15172 £19.95. 

18. UNIVERSAL COCK RING. The battery's already in the "clit-stimulating" 

bumper and the adjustable ring keeps you harder! CODE #02712 £15.95. 19. 

PHEROMONE MASSAGE CRÈME. This unique Body Massage Crème is enriched 

with PHEROMONES to combine the best of two senses - touch and smell! CODE 

#13557 £6.95. 20. ENDROS. NEW EXTRA STRENGTH - attracts girls like an 

aromatic magnet! One whiff of this magical cologne will make their pussies percolate 

with pulsating pleasure! FULL 2 Fl. Oz. CODE #00475 £9.75. 21. MR. STIFF. If you 

want to keep going for long enough to satisfy even the horniest woman, just spray this 

special Super Substance on your cock and become a legend. ½ Oz. CODE #08037 

£6.95. 22. MAXIMUM. Maximize your penis potential with this amazing crème. The 

secret is the CAPSICUM ingredient… she'll never know how you keep going. CODE 

#08575 £5.25. 23. SEX SUGAR. Yes, you've heard about it and how it can make a 

woman crazy with the need for a stiff cock! CODE #08243 £4.50. 24. BLAST. Blast 

her into SUPER orgasms! Just a drop or two of "BLAST" on her clit and away she'll 

go. CODE #00348 £5.50. 25. TWIN TAMER. A Vibrator/Clitoral Stimulator All in 

One! One end buzzes away at her pussy while the other plunges and prods deep inside 

the partner! CODE #10132 £15.95. 26. DOUBLE DONG. Lets two play for the price 

of one - feels real and bends to fit them both perfectly from any angle! CODE #06282 

£15.95. 27. MR. SOFTEE. Firm yet supple, a new "rubber-like" material gives Mr. 

Softee the feel of a real cock. Comes in a VIBRATING VERSION too. REGULAR 

MR. SOFTEE CODE #12276 £8.95 VIBRATING MR. SOFTEE CODE #12287 

£12.95. 28. REAL PUSSY. This unbelievable pleasure-giver is so REAL, so 

incredibly soft and moist - vibrates, strokes up and down and EVEN squeezes down 

on your cock! CODE #05433. Only £43.95. 29. EXPLORER. Designed to be firm but 

giving - truly for our more liberated lovers. 7 ½ " long and 1 1/2 " in diameter. CODE 

#14993 £7.95. 31. POCKET PUSS. You'll never "jerk off" alone when you have this 

personal provider… it takes you in, vibes you up and squeezes you empty all at once. 

CODE #01313 £23.95. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 

24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 HEATHER'S HEART The ultimate female stimulator for the 

woman who demands the best. Beautifully made of supple soft pink love ticklers that 

vibrate and probe her innermost parts! Code #14720 £18.95. MOUTH OF MOTION 

This incredible masturbator has a unique squirming, rotating action that caresses and 

massages your cock… rigid for easy holding, yet soft and pliable for variable gripping 

pressure! Code #14290 £23.95. HEART THROB The sophisticated CLITORAL 

STIMULATOR that will provide tingling sensations never felt before! Fits snugly 

over the clitoris with a multi speed remote control. Code #13383 £19.95. CLIMAX 

The ultimate slippery lubricant. Specially formulated to feel like a woman's natural 

juices. Climax is a long-lasting, super soft and sensual lubricant. Tasteless and 

orodless Climax will provide a super smooth erotic sensation when making love. 



Code #14894 £7.95. LOVE WAND This magic wand reaches and pleases anywhere 

with comfort and ease so you or she alone can raech all those hard to reach but needy 

places! Code #09886 £12.75 P6 P6 Super is Valentine's ALL NEW Revolutionary 

Men's Cologne Spray that's sure to change your sex life! Containing the secret 

weapon - pheromones - this exclusive spray will drive women wild with desire! Code 

#14860 £14.95 MR STIFF! Try this super cream and your staying power will make 

you the talk of the town… put a dab to the head and shaft of your "never-say-die" 

cock! 1 1/8 Oz. Code #80552 £4.95. DOUBLE INTRUDER The latest in double 

headed action! Dual position probes are foam filled for strong but gentle penetration. 

The variable control lets you choose the degree of vibrating action. Sensational! Code 

#12757 £16.25. ORAL SEX Discover new & special "tricks"… how to inspire 

multiple orgasms, special positions, fellatio techniques - and much more. All fully 

illustrated! Code #01879 £6.50. MARRIAGE BED Completely uncensored for your 

enjoyment! Brash photos and text will have you hot, steamy and ready - for the 

liberated only! Code #11959 £6.50 LESBIAN LOVE Packed with the hottest shots of 

Lesbian love you have ever seen. You'll have a close-up view of intimacies you've 

probably only dared to imagine! Code #12112 £6.50. GROUP SEX Hotter by the 

dozen! Filled with close-up shots of firm, foxy women and well-hung studs doing 

anything and everything to bring pleasure! Code #02035 £6.50. Valentine Products 

(M.O.) Ltd., PO Box 63, Feltham, Middx. TW13 7QN Please rush me the items listed 

below. I have enclosed my cheque or postal order plus 60p per item to cover postage 

and handling. My order will arrive discreetly packaged and I may return within 7 days 

for a full refund if not totally satisfied. Overseas orders welcome. Please add 20% to 

cover extra postage & handling costs. Please enclose my FREE catalogue and enter 

my name for all future issues. FREE ALSO! FREE EXOTIC AIDS CATALOGUE! 

Here's a big, full-color catalogue that's yours ABSOLUTELY FREE with every order. 

Hundreds of hot products and ideas to choose from! CODE PRICE P&H TOTAL + 

60p = £ + 60p = £ + 60p = £ + 60p = £ + 60p = £ TOTAL ENCLOSED = £ PLEASE 

TYPE OR PRINT CLEARLY NAME SIGNATURE (I am over 18 years of age) 

ADDRESS RA spite her earlier shame, the first thing she did (apart from rubbing her 

wrists) was to pull down her trousers and knickers. Her pubic hair was shiny with 

moisture. Instead of freeing me, Pete went over to her, pulled out a handkerchief and 

started to wipe down her legs. Alice offered no resistance whatsoever. Then he paused 

for a second before sliding it up to her cunt, dabbing  at it with short, gentle strokes. I 

had been about to yell abuse at him for leaving me cuffed, but I was so turned on by 

what I felt sure was going to happen, I became speechless. Gasping Moan Alice 

opened her legs even wider, so that Pete's hankie could pass through to her bottom. As 

he wiped behind her, she gave out this tiny, gasping moan.I suppose that was the cue 

he'd been waiting for, as he immediately stood up to unbutton her blouse, then unclip 

her bra. She was now in the grip of her rising sexual urges and as he stripped her, she 

began to rub her crotch against the bulge in his trousers. Alice sank to her knees for 

the unveiling. The sound of that zip descending sent sparks and shivers down my 

spine and into my quim. The wet sansation I had down there had startde to get cold, as 

I watched Alice thrust a hand inside his flies, pulling out this long, thick, circumcised 

member, pointing right at her belly button. Her lips took the tip and slid it downwards 

until she had it all in her mouth. When I looked up at them again, Pete had lowered 

her to the floor and I watched as his prick played at the entrance to her cunt, before 

sinking all the way in. For several minutes, he shafted her with short, hard strokes to 

which she responded with upward pelvic thrusts. At the critical moment, he withdrew 

and splashed his sperm all over her breasts and belly. Then, while she gathered her 



things together and found a radiator to dry her wet clothes, Pete advanced towards me, 

cock poking through his trousers and still oozing spunk, with the hack-saw. The look 

that passed between us left no doubt as to what would occur as soon as I was set free. 

I scarcely had time to get out of the cuffs before Pete was feeling my tits against the 

thin material of my black t-shirt dress. He grabbed the hem with both hands and swept  

it over the top of my head. With equal speed, he disposed of my bra, gasping a little 

himself when my 38-inchers spilled out into his hands. My nipples were already hard, 

and the sensation of pressing them against his palms was unbelievable. My Knickers 

Were Drenched My knickers were so drenched, Pete had to roll them down my legs 

before I could step out of them. Then I felt two fingers driving their way through the 

gaping lips of my cunt, finding my clit almost at once. "You've got to fuck me now," I 

whispered. Although my hands were still a little numb, I played with his cock and 

noted, with delight, how it rose up to the full extent so soon after the fuck with Alice. 

Frankly, I got the better deal too, as Pete had to work much harder for his second 

orgasm. Meanwhile, I had half a dozen. Then, after the police had left, Pete fucked me 

once more on his office desk for good measure. Alice left a couple of weeks after the 

incident, and I only stayed on for a couple of months. The truth, although Pete and I 

fucked plenty of times, not one of those occasions was a patch on that Saturday night 

and both of us knew it. I'll always remember it, though, even if I'll never be able to 

repeat that level of desire again. Carmel, North England. "My clit is pulsating…" Last 

week, I was on my own at home, watching a mildly horny movie on TV. The lovers 

had just got to the point of passionate kisses and groping and I started to feel aroused. 

I slipped my hand up my skirt and started to gently rub my pussy through my 

knickers, enjoying their silky feel against my swelling mound. My other hand went 

inside my shirt to my right boob, fingering the nipple and feeling its hardness, and I 

caught my breath, leaning back on the settee and closing my eyes. My legs swung 

apart, pushing harder against my fingers which are stroking my lips in a slow, circular 

motion. I could feel my pussy juice soaking through the material, I was very wet and 

feeling very horny. Suddenly, I glanced up towards the window and froze. I could just 

see a figure bending near the window and peeping through the crack in the curtain. I 

thought of how I must look, my shirt around my waist, white stockings, suspenders 

and semi-transparent knickers displayed in abandon, my hand still moving on my 

cunt. Instead of feeling embarrassed, I found the situation really horny, particularly 

when I glanced up again and saw his hand moving rhythmically up and down. The 

idea of a total stranger wanking himself watching me was a real turn-on! Firm Tits I 

slipped out of the room, to return quickly with my vibrator and a bottle of baby oil. I 

peeled my blouse off over my head to expose my firm tits (I never wear a bra), then 

slipped my skirt to the floor. I sat down on a chair where he'd get the best view and 

slid off my knickers, opening my legs wide so he could see my moist hot cunt. 

Picking up the baby oil, I drible a slow stream onto my clitoris, feeling it run down 

over my lips. My fingers start rubbing it into my dripping pussy, running over my clit, 

up and down my lips and around the entrance to my hole. I pour some more oil over 

my tits, my hands are all over me, rubbing my nipples, my inner thighs, my waiting 

hungry cunt. My tanned body is glistening with oil, the white stockings and 

suspenders framnig my pussy, which is sopping, dropping over my massaging fingers, 

and thrusting against them. My thighs are wide apart, my fanny pointed at the 

window, where I can dimly see his hand moving more and more furiously. I turn my 

vibrator on and spread the lips of my waiting cunt so my watcher can see right inside 

me. I run the vibrator tip gently down the full length of my lips, gasping at the 

sensation. My whole cunt starts to pulsate and I thrust my clit against its throbbing 



shaft. I slide my thumb deep inside my waiting pussy and move it in a slow circle, my 

fingers pressing the vibrator hard against my clitoris. My cunt is sopping wet, my clit 

is pulsating, my hips thrusting up and down as my thumb circles deeper into me, 

opening my cunt wider and wider. I move the vibrator down and slide it into me, 

thinking of how it must look, disappearing into my now red and throbbing cunt. In 

and out I slide it, my fingers rubbing my clit, my hips twitching against the hardness 

of the vibrator, still moving it in and out of my hole, sometimes sliding right up to my 

clit before sliding back in. I am moaning now, my face is flushed, my body wants to 

come, wants my dildo deeper in me. I roll over onto my front, and kneel over the 

chair, my bum and cunt sticking in the air, doggy style. One hand moves the shaft of 

my vibrator to my waiting hole, the other is underneath me, rubbing my clit. I raise 

my bum slowly in the air to grip around my vibro, and feel its pulsating hardness deep 

within me. I lose control. One hand presses flat against the dildo's base, pushing its 9" 

all the way inside me until my hand is flat against my lips, the heel of my hand 

pushing deeper and deeper into me. My clit is pulsating against the other hand, my 

juicy lips tingling, the throbbing inside me driving me wild. I can feel my body about 

to come, I cross my legs which feels tight inside my cunt, and squirm, my fanny 

muscles gripping the shaft, which is touching deeper and deeper into me. My hand is 

pushing so far against me, my clit is pulsing and I come, gasping, moaning and 

twitching from left to right, pushing as deep as I can into me, my pussy bursting with 

the flood of orgasm. It seems to go on forever, I scream louder as the waves rack my 

body, my pussy muscles twitching about my dildo. Slowly I came to and couldn't 

quite believe I had just brought myself off so unashamedly in front of a complete 

stranger. As I glanced towarsd the window, I could see him disappearing out of the 

garden. Evidently he had finished too, I'd like to feel we had a simultaneous orgasm! 

Anyway, it was certainly a very horny experience, although whoever it was I didn't 

find out. I expect he's wondered a few times if I knew he was there or not. Well, 

stranger, if by chance you're reading this, then now you know! Rachael, Plymouth 53 

FIONA COOPER ADULT VIDEOS FIONA COOPER presents her new range of 

adult videos and photosets. Topics covered include french maid, nurses, stocking sand 

suspenders, tights, long legs, big boobs, outdoor scenes, wet girls, shapely girls etc. 

etc. Over 100 videos and 100 photosets are described in our new full colour catalogue. 

SAMPLE VIDEOS Twelve different one hour sample videos featuring clips of our 

girls including many of those seen here! The more you buy, the less you pay per 

video: see the discount prices on the order form opposite. SAMPLE PHOTOSET Big 

colour photos of lots of our girls! £6 per set. (All photos are full colour, and measure 

6" x 4"). ONE HOUR VIDEOS OF THE GIRLS SHOWN HERE Each of the girls 

seen here features in her own video. Just £20 each. SPECIAL OFFER Any ten of the 

girls in this advert on their own one hour video (normally £200) for just £130. Any 

five of the girls in this advert on their own one hour video (normally £100) for just 

£70. Full comprehensive full colour catalogue just £2 (refundable with your first 

order). NEW MODELS ALWAYS REQUIRED SPECIAL THREE HOUR "FIONA 

COOPER STORY PART 1" VIDEO JUST £50 Clips from the first 180 Fiona Cooper 

video sessions on a full three hour video. FREE ADULT VIDEOS!!! Details of how 

you can receive Fiona Cooper videos FREE will be sent with all orders! All telephone 

calls charged at 38p per minute peak times, and 25p per minute off peak. CHLOE 

HELEN ANTONIA NATALIE MARGARET AMANDA JAMIE CATHY ABIGAIL 

DAWN KIMBERLEY MICHELLE LEEANNE DEBBYANNE JANET SALLY 

New models always required - send recent photo to: FIONA COOPER, P.O. BOX 16, 

HALIFAX, WEST YORKSHIRE, HX1 1EU. TO ORDER  Simply tick the items that 



you require, full in your name and address and return this coupon along with your 

payment. Cheques and postal orders should be made payable to Fiona Cooper (cash 

should be sent registered). When ordering videos, remember to state which format 

you require! Send to: FIONA COOPER, P.O. BOX 16, HALIFAX, WEST 

YORKSHIRE, HX1 1EU. NAME ADDRESS RA 1 hour sample video £20 2 1 hour 

sample videos £38 3 1 hour sample videos £51 4 1 hour sample videos £64 5 1 hour 

sample videos £70 10 1 hour sample videos £130 1 hour shaven girls video £20 1 

hour wet girls video £20 1 hour big boobs video £20 Fiona Cooper story part 1 video 

£50 catalogue (refundable) £2 sample photoset £6 1 hour video of Chloe £20 1 hour 

video of Helen £20 1 hour video of Antonia £20 1 hour video of Natalie £20 1 hour 

video of Margaret £20 1 hour video of Amanda £20 1 hour video of Jamie £20 1 hour 

video of Cathy £20 1 hour video of Abigail £20 1 hour video of Dawn £20 1 hour 

video of Kimberley £20 1 hour video of Michelle £20 1 hour video of Leeanne £20 1 

hour video of Debbyanne £20 1 hour video of Janet £20 1 hour video of Sally £20 

RAZZLE VHS BETA (if you do not specify we will send VHS) Fix it for You! 56 

I've just started a degree in chemistry at Leeds University and the thought of slogging 

away for three years to become a Bachelor of Science was dull. On the second day of 

term we met one of our female lecturers and what a stunner she is! She wears a crisp 

white overall but we can all see she wears nothing underneath except black undies. I 

want to fuck her by the end of my course and to get me in the mood I'd like you to fix 

it for me to see a girl in a lab with a white overall and black undies peeking through. 

Name and address withheld. No problem, mate. We hope Elise here fits the bill. - Ed. 

57 HI FELLAS! DO I TURN YOU ON? You know I do… and I know what you 

need. So let my sexy girlfriends and I fulfil your every fantasy. Watch our fully 

explicit, sexy solo video productions as we share our most intimate, sexiest 

moments… with You! We range from the very attractive mature housewife, to the 

young model type gorgeous sex kitten, but we all aim at one thing… your complete 

satisfaction! Every tape is jammed with continuous mouthwatering scenes featuring, 

solo action-with toys-leather-stockings-high heels-bare feet-nude… and much, much 

more. Give us the chance and we will give you the sexiest time you'll ever have… we 

promise! Send for your senastional 1 hour sample video and your colour 

photographed list of titles TODAY, with your cheque or postal order for the 

introductory bargain price of just £15.00, and turn erotic fantasies into reality! 

Furthermore we Guarantee, each of our videos contains us girls as shown in the 

photos, including myself as above. (no model photos), on crystal clear home made 

productions, or your money back. We're waiting to hear from you. SELECTIONS ( ) 

DEPT. 250 TEXRYTE HOUSE SOUTHGATE ROAD LONDON N1 3JH VHS & 

BETA MODELS REQUIRED Overseas orders please add £3.00 for air mail. 

Delivery under plain cover. The No. 1 U.K. Live Line. Free Call Back. LIPSTICK 

For that most intimate and private live phone affair. The Lipstick girls are waiting to 

satisfy you! 0836 684986 Call us today. Free call back CALL TRACIE I'm young and 

very beautiful. Phone me for a very confidential converastion! Any time you like. 

0101-416-868-1640 (Credit Cards Accepted) This is a live conversation. Not a 

recorded message FREE! TO VIDEO USERS ONLY! OUR FULL HALF HOUR 

ADULT! PREVIEW FILM (30 mins) HOW IS IT DONE? DARE YOU DIAL 0898 

442 668 and just listen! THE HOTTEST COMING ATTACTIONS FILM IN THE 

U.K. - FREE! HOW CAN WE DO IT FREE!? EASY - Our films are GENUINE 

XXX adult films and not rubbish you could show to your maiden aunt!!! ALSO - You 

are under no obligation to buy any films. If you think that our ADULT films are 

rubbish you can keep the sample to use as a blank! YES - WE ARE THAT 



CONFIDENT YOU WILL BUY FROM US LATER! TO SAVE TIME! Dial 0225 

751030 TO ORDER TODAY OR TONIGHT ORIGINAL - YOU MUST USE THIS 

COUPON. THIS IS TO STOP PEOPLE GETTING MORE THAN ONE EACH TO: 

VIDEO VIEW, FREEPOST, LONDON, E11 4BR (no stamp needed) SEND ME MY 

FREE VIDEO I UNDERSTAND THAT I AM UNDER NO OBLIGATION TO BUY 

ANY OF YOUR FILMS AND THE TAPE IS MINE TO KEEP MY VIDEO 

FORMAT IS VHS BETA NAME ADDRESS TELEPHONE NO. REF PR I am over 

18 years old ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 24 HOURS OPEN SAT & SUN LISTEN 

TO THE EXCERPTS FROM ADULT VIDEOS XXX ACTION Deep Throat 0898 

442 672 Lesbian Inferno 0898 442 667 Gay Lads 0898 442 671 Hard Spank 0898 442 

669 ST GRID CALLS CHARGED AT 25p PER MINUTE CHEAP RATE & 38p 

PER MINUTE AT ALL OTHER TIMES P.O. BOX 242, LONDON SW15 2RJ 

MEET THE WIVES Margaret from Maidstone sent these snaps to us to show her 

husband, Frank what a wild woman she is. "He loves wanking over Razzle girls, and I 

want to see him come over me!" she says. Carla (38-26-37) comes from Herts, and we 

reckon this stunner's broken a few as well. "I'm sending these pics in to Razzle as a 

'Happy Anniversary' presenet for my hubby, Mike," she told us. "I think he'll see the 

funny side." We'll see any side, please, Carla 59 MEET THE WIVESMoira's brewing 

up more than a pot of Earl Grey in her Sussex farm kitchen. No need to warm the pot 

with this hot chick about, eh? 60 Sally (36-26-36) lives in Swanage with racing driver 

boyfriend, Doug. And by the size of the grin on this lass's face, she can't get enough of 

his accelerations! MEET THE WIVES Valerie from Nuneaton made her husband, 

Ernie, take these snaps and send them to Razzle. "It might just be th etrick to spice up 

our flagging sex life," she laughs. We'd get straight in there if we were you, Ern! 

Bernadette from Bromwich (34-24-36) had these pics taken by her fiance Brian. "The 

only surprise he'll get on our wedding day will be the guests' presents!" smiles Bernie, 

pouting both pairs of moistened lips. Brenda from London (34-27-36). Drink up love, 

you might feel less inhibited and we might get to see your face! Clip out this coupon 

and send it to us, telling us about your other half, and enclosing your pics to: Razzle 

Magazine, 2 Archer Street, London W1V 7HE. I enclose photographs of my 

wife/girlfriend. Age Measurements Her/our most exciting experience or fantasy was 

Name Address I warrant that this model was over 18 when 

photographed.ADVERTISEMENT continued from page 112 so now I insist she 

wears high heels wherever we go so that she's ready for me whenever I want. Keith 

Newcastle Girls Have More Fun My husband has been away now for over three 

weeks, but I've made sure that I'm kept entertained. At first it was enough to Slide My 

Clothes Off (0836 405 551) in front of the mirror and imagine my Wandering Hands 

(0836 405 552) belonged to a Solid & Steamy (0836 405 553) stranger rubbing oil 

into my Glistening Thighs (0836 405 554), but I soon became Damp & Desperate 

(0836 405 555) for the real thing. It was a week later that my Nympho Neighbour 

(0836 405 556) came round to complain about me Stripping By The Window (0836 

405 557), as she didn't get a good enough view, so I let her Peel My Panties Down 

(0836 405 558) to let her get a close look at what she missed. She didn't miss it this 

time though! I was soon Parted & Pouting (0836 405 559) as I felt her Expert Tongue 

(0836 405 560) get to work on my Warm Round Cheeks (0836 405 561) until I 

became Moist & Memorable (0836 405 562). Since then she now pays me regular 

visits and leaves me Teased & Pleased (0836 405 563) every time. I just hope My 

Hubby's Away (0836 405 550) more often! Calls are charged at 25p per minute 

"cheap" rate and 38p per minute at all other times. HEATHER (FOR LEATHER) 

GIVE ME ONE! 0836 400 861 DEBEE ASHBY - MULTIPLE ORGASM 0836 400 



932 CLIMAX CLUB 0836 400 919 MOIST MANDY'S SEX CLUB 0836 400 741 

LESBIAN LUST 0836 400 872 NO PANTIES 0836 400 860 CRUTCHLESS 

PANTIES 0836 400 849 VIRGIN DELIGHT 0836 400 928 THREE IN A BED 0836 

400 866 HORNY HOUSEWIVES 0836 400 876 MY HUSBAND WATCHED 0836 

400 931 THE WOMAN NEXT DOOR 0836 400 717 BEND ME OVER 0836 400 

871 STRIP ME NAKED 0836 400 828 DEEP THROAT 0836 400 874 ORAL SEX 

0836 400 989 HARDER & DEEPER 0836 400 867 OLDER WOMAN WANTS 

SEX! 0836 400 976 I CONFESS 0836 400 700 TRACY KIRBY - HOLIDAY HUMP 

0836 400 957 THE PUSSY CLUB 0836 400 812 THE LEATHER CLUB 0836 400 979 

SECRET SEX CLUB 0836 400 884 LINZI DREW - SHAVEN DELIGHT 0836 400 

929 RANDY MANDY'S FIRST TIME 0836 400 914 CALLS CHARGED AT 25p 

PER MINUTE CHEAP, 38p ALL OTHER TIMES. BESTRICH LTD. P.O. BOX 

1073, LONDON W1.SWEDISH IMPORTS! 0836 402 595 NICE AND TIGHT! 0836 

402 780 RAMPANT NYMPHO 0836 402 781 RANDY HOUSEWIVES 0836 402 

782 BIG AND BOUNCY 0836 402 783 DO IT AGAIN! 0836 402 784 STOCKINGS 

0836 402 785 SUSPENDERS 0836 402 786 GOING DOWN 0836 402 790  Adults 

After 9pm 0836 402 560 After 12pm 0836 402 571 NEW! REVENGE SEX! 0836 

402 691 BANNED LINES 0836 402 669 HOT THIGHS 0836 402 787 DIRTY 

TARTS 0836 402 788 RIP MY PANTIES 0836 402 789 KINKY WIVES 0836 402 

791 SMACK ME HARD 0836 402 792 RILLY KNICKERS 0836 402 793 SEX 

SLAVE 0836 402 794 OLDER WOMEN 0836 402 795 ZETA LIVE! 0836 402 594 

ON HEAT 0836 402 796 CALLS CHARGED AT 25p PER MINUTE CHEAP 

RATE, 38p ALL OTHER TIMES NORTHGLOW LTD P.O BOX 24 TW8 9HG 

XXX UPDATES 0836 402 500 & 0836 402 600 DIAL MY SEX SPOTS XXX ALL 

CALLS AT DIALLER'S OWN RISK 0898 900 507 0898 900 532 0898 777 824 

0898 402 221 0898 402 223 0898 402 224 0898 402 222 0836 402 225 DIAMOND 

NETWORK INC. P.O. BOX 272, LONDON SW11 5QZ. CALLS CHARGED AT 

25p PER MIN CHEAP RATE, 38p AT ALL OTHER TIMES.CHASTISED MEN 

M59 TIED TO THE BED 0898 884 253 A MAN'S WOK IS NEVER DONE 0898 

884 225 MY MALE MAID 0898 884 257 MARRIAGE GUIDANCE FOR 

SUBMISSIVE HUSBANDS 0898 884 254 WICKED WIVES TALES 0898 884 256 

CAN YOU STAND THE PAIN 0898 884 299 MEN WHO DO AS THEY'RE TOLD 

0898 884 298 RULA'S RULES FOR BAD LADS 0898 884 311 A HARD DAY'S 

HOUSEWORK 0898 884 313 MAID TO OBEY 0898 884 312 STAND IN THE 

CORNER 0898 777 887 SEX APPRECIATION LESSONS 0898 777 884 

DIAMOND NETWORK INC. CALLS CHARGED AT 38p PER MINUTE PEAK, 

25p OFF PEAK QUEENIE …just lay back and take it in 0898 884 663 LEATHER 

LUST the pain and the pleasure revealed 0898 884 634 PORN DIAL (XXX adults 

only all calls at dialers own risk) 0898 884 635 CAN YOU BEAT ME ...call and 

answer my request 0898 884 636 BLACK JACK super stallion for purfect pleasure 

0898 884 637 MEN ONLY DIAL A SHUFFLE with luscious Louise 0898 884 638 

PLAY WITH ME PLEASE lonely lady has personal request 0898 884 639 VERY 

SEXUALLY EXPERIENCED lady requires submissive men to act out her wildest 

fantasies 0898 884 640 I'VE GOT THE PURFECT CARD UP MY SLEEVE for 

you… call and find out on 0898 884 641 DESPERATE NYMPHOS THEY'LL DO 

ANYTHING FOR IT I NEED A BIG ONE 0898 884 263 CALL ME - I'M TURNED 

ON!! 0898 884 264 A TOUCH OF TRUNCHEON 0898 884 270 COME ON - 

ENCOURAGE ME 0898 884 265 I'M FOR THE USE OF YOU 0898 884 269 LETS 

GET STRAIGHT TO THE NAUGHTIES 0898 884 266 IN BUT INSATIABLE 0898 

884 268 A FLASH OF GUSSET 0898 884 271 THE JOB IN MY HAND 0898 884 



267 DIAMOND NETWORK INC. PO BOX 272, LONDON SW11 5OL HOT LIPS 

TINGLE TIP 0898 777 937 SWALLOWING 0898 777 946 FRENCH LESSONS 

0898 777 941 LIPSTICK SMUDGING 0898 777 939 BREATHE THROUGH 

YOUR EARS 0898 777 943 'O' LEVEL LUST 0898 777 938 CALLS CHARGED 

AT 25P PER MIN CHEAP RATE, 38P AT ALL OTHER TIMES HOT LIPS AN 

ORAL EXPERIENCE A LOLLY FOR LOLA 0898 777 947 69 SENSATIONS 0898 

777 948 TONSIL TICKLIN' 0898 777 944 FOR LINDA 0898 777 942 PERSONAL 

LIE DOWN AND LET ME do all the work… call me on 0898 884 642 DRESS UP 

WITH ME I'm waiting for you to call 0898 884 644 THEY'RE HERE WAITING 

FOR YOU satin and silk surprises… call on 0898 884 645 SATIN AND LACE 

fantasies let me dress on on 0898 884 646 COME INTO MY WARDROBE all my 

silky secrets are waiting for you 0898 884 647 SLIPPERY AND SHINY just waiting 

for you to try on call me now on 0898 884 648 I'M DOING IT ALL MYSELF… call 

me if you dare on 0898 884 649 THE ULTIMATE IN SILK PLEASURE… step into 

them right away 0898 884 650 I'M YOUR WILDEST FANTASY … anything goes… 

call and find out on 0898 884 651 I LOVE TO DO IT anytime, any place… join me 

on 0898 884 652 WICKED WANTING WORDS VERY HEAVY BREATHING 

0836 403 474 UNDO YOUR ZIPPER 0836 403 476 SOMETHING HARD & 

THINK 0836 403 479 ON MY KNEES IN FRONT OF YOU 0836 403 481 

OPENING MY LIPS 0836 403 478 SELF CONFESSED NYMPHO 0836 403 482 

TAKING ADVANTAGE OF YOU 0836 403 483 TEMPTING LITTLE TART 0836 

403 480 PROVOCATIVE PERSONAL PLEASURES 0836 403 477 READY TO 

REMOVE MY PANTIES 0836 403 475 73 DIAMOND NETWORK INC. CALLS 

CHARGED AT 38P PER MIN PEAK, 25P OFF PEAK SPECIAL FOR MEN ONLY 

NO BAD BADS! LASH LOVING LINDSEY 0898 777 843 DIAL A PUNISHMENT 

0898 777 816 SEX APPRECIATION 0898 777 884 LADS CORRECTION 0898 777 

809 LADY JANE STRICT 0898 777 806 SURPRISE PARTY 0898 777 877 0898 

777 8862 GIRL ACTION 0898 777 881 ALL TIED UP 0898 777 851 I'M SALLY 

SPANK ME 0898 777 876 KINKY KATE 0898 777 848 MISTRESS STERN'S 

INSTRUCTION 0898 777 812 NICKY'S WHIP 0898 777 873 RUBBER PARTY 

0898 777 803 NAUGHTY NINA 0898 777 847 GROUP THERAPY 0898 777 867 

LET ME DRESS YOU 0898 777 843 RANDY & BEND OVER 0898 777 811 

STAND IN THE CORNER 0898 777 887 M29 LISTEN TO ME MISBEHAVE 0898 

777 872 DIAMOND NETWORK INC. CALLS CHARGED AT 38P PER MIN 

PEAK, 25P OFF PEAK MEN ONLY PERSONAL PLEASURES from a very wet 

lady 0898 884 653 I'M SO LONELY and need it all the time… call me now on 0898 

884 654 I'M A VERY FRUITY LADY … let me tell you on 0898 884 655 I LOVE 

TO SUCK THEM 0898 884 656 A GIRLS ULTIMATE SEXUAL TOY share the 

expeirence with me on 0898 884 657 KINKY CONTACTS GALORE….. Couples, 

Lesbians etc, etc… 0898 884 306 TASTY TALK "THEY'LL GOBBLE YOU UP" 

M55 CENSORED ACTION CREAM IN MY MOUTH 0898 884 243 LICK Y LIPS 

0898 884 262 I WANT TO SIT ON IT!! 0898 884 244 DEMANDING EXTRAS 

0898 884 261 I LIKE IT NICE & STIFF 0898 884 245 DEEP THROATED JOY 

0898 884 260 LET ME MAKE IT GROW 0898 884 246 DISGUSTING IN DENIM 

0898 884 259 TOTAL TEMPTATION 0898 884 247 TASTY TREATS 0898 884 

258 DIAMOND NETWORK INC. CALLS CHARGED AT 38P PER MIN PEAK, 

25P OFF PEAK BONKING ACTION 0898 300 818 TURN YOU ON 0898 300 814 

DEEP SEX 0898 700 307 REALLY DIRTY 0898 300 867 NYMPHO'S 0898 300 

819 HOT & RANDY 0898 700 308 OPEN BLOUSE 0898 300 816 BLACK 

NYLONS 0898 100 432 ORAL SATISFACTION BIG TURN ON 0898 300 857 



JUST LISTEN 0898 700 354 DONNA DEEP THROAT 0898 700 345 ORAL 

SATISFACTION 0898 300 820 STEETTIDE CALLS CHARGED AT 25p PER 

MINUTE CHEAP RATE & 38p PER MINUTE AT ALL OTHER TIMES RAW 

SEX 0898 300 811 GENUINE HOT LINE 0898 100 487 NAUGHTY NIGHT 

NURSE 0898 700 336 STIFF & READY 0898 300 859 LESBIAN LUST 0898 300 

813 STEAMING SEX 0898 700 258 SHOWER LUST 0898 700 338 ADULTS 

ONLY 0898 100 447 PUNISHMENT LINE 0898 700 367 SPANK FUN 0898 100 

449 BEND OVER 0898 700 357 BONDAGE SPECIAL 0898 300 817 ULTIMATE 

CLIMAX 0898 700 355 STEETTIDE CALLS CHARGED AT 25p PER MINUTE 

CHEAP RATE & 38p PER MINUTE AT ALL OTHER TIMES DENMARK DIAL 

COMPANY MISTRESS STRICT…dress up for her, she'll tell you what to do, ring 

now 0898 900 547 ALL GIRLS together, join the party for a big surprise on 0898 900 

514 FELICITY fingers all over massage, for a tantalising top to toe experience dial 

0898 900 519 PRIVATE collection… full selection of the hottest adult videos 

available… call 0898 900 541 for further details I'M RANDY Mandy… I'm lonely, 

lusty and I need a good rise 0898 900 517 MEN NEEDED… very randy lady requires 

another man to join three in a bed romp 0898 900 594 I NEED IT… I'm hot, horny 

and waiting just for you 0898 900 515 TOSS UP… you can be a winner 0898 900 516 

NICE'N' SLEAZY… strip queen direct to you 0898 900 519 CALL THE Candy Club. 

No fantasy too far fetched, tell us all about it 0898 900 543 PLEASURE palace… 

awaits you 0898 900 546 COME PLAY with me 0898 900 547 TIRED OF being 

ripped off… uncensored videos 0898 900 548 VIDEOS, videos, videos, all X rated 

non stop action 0898 900 549 PLEASE, please, teach me a lesson 0898 900 525 

RAUNCHY RACHAEL… naughty by name, naughty by nature 0898 900 535 

HUMPING HOLIDAY… on paradise island, an experience you'll never forget 0898 

900 537 SHOOT all over me… have you got a full load? 0898 900 538 SEXY 

LADY… wants you to imagine your watching her whilst she licks your wife 0898 

900 546 NAUGHTY TALK… listeners wives desperate to confess all their sexiest 

sins 0898 900 551 HOUSEWIFE… dying to tell you in explicit detail what her 

husband makes her do 0898 900 544 WILLING YOUNG LADY avaiable to satisfy 

your every need... as long as you return the favour 0898 900 567 ORAL ANGIE… 

loves a big mouthful on 0898 900 519 NICKY… I've been naughty… what are you 

gong to do 0898 900 563 BEND OVER… all naughty girls and take your punishment 

0898 900 578 LISA LOVES LICKING… she'll lap it all up on 0898 900 517 AN 

ORAL experience 0898 900 512 FRUSTRATED… please call me I'm desperate for a 

man 0898 900 549 I'LL DO what you want, just listen to how it turns me on 0898 900 

543 PRIVATE & PERSONAL WIVES and girls… listen to our message, then leave 

your own… sexiest voice wins £100.00 0898 900 548 OBEDIENT LADY requires 

master 0898 900 561 LATEST TECHNIQUES… full training given for sexual 

activities 0898 900 502 STRAIGHT SEX… 0898 900 541 BARBIE gets it up 0898 

900 506 YOUNG loveable girl… wishes to entertain all men, caters for all needs 

0898 900 510 FRUSTRATED lady requires fit young men to satisfy… no time 

wasters please 0898 900 531 VIRGIN, no previous sexual experience, need urgent 

advice please ring 0898 900 588 FAST OR SLOW… I'll give you a hand shake you 

won't forget 0898 900 591 BLUE MOVIE stars required… call now for application 

details on 0898 900 574 LONELY LESBIANS… need mature men to join them for a 

threesome, well endowed gents only 0898 900 523 BELINDA BLOWS… the kind of 

job you'll never forget 0898 900 529 MASSEUSE… for that sensous rub you really 

need 0898 900 539 THE QUEEN of erotica… live to you on 0898 900 556 THRASH 

in time… to Sharons beat 0898 900 530 CAT FIGHT… girl fight girl 0898 900 524 



WET ALL OVER… I've been hand painted, find out how it feels… 0898 900 593 

FETISHES fulfilled… your kinky desires carried out, nothing too far fetched for this 

open minded young lady 0898 900 589 RANDY with a razor, clean cut fun with 

shaving Sarah 0898 900 532 SEX EXPERTS REQUIRED… are you, if so ring to 

qualify 0898 900 567 LIVE, live, live… erotic telephone talk 0898 900 507 I NEED 

A RISE… can you give it to me 0898 900 554 EXHIBITIONIST… lover performing 

while you watch… take a look 0898 900 587 SORDID SEX… girl needs rough 

treatment, confidential applicants assured 0898 900 508 YOUNG LADY… seeks 

large men for entertainment, discretion assured… 0898 900 512 LONELY GIRL… 

bored of playing with herself, needs the real thing, can you supply 0898 900 514 

SINGLE MEN… required by four extremely randy girls to fulfill their fantasies 0898 

900 509 LOOSE LIZZIE… laps it up an Lanzarote 0898 900 5985 CALL and 

interrupt me… I just love being inconvenienced 0898 900 517 FAT LADY… needs 

someone to help revive her dwindling sex life. Genuine callers only please 0898 900 

592 SEX MANIACS club… 0898 900 500 full details FRISKY Fiona… I'm blue for 

you 0898 900 599 TANTALISING turn on. I'll make you come 0898 900 583NEED 

INSULTING… then call Ingrid now 0898 900 584 BANNED titles… 0898 900 550 

FRISKY FIONA I'M BLUE FOR YOU 0898 900 599 BANNED TITLES 0898 900 

550 BAD LADS SEXOLOGY… the best and most enjoyable way to perform 0898 

900 520 NYMPHOS anonymous, in need of sexual action, ready and waiting for your 

call 0898 900 576 LESBIAN LINE… Gay chatback from gorgeous girls 0898 900 

573 REPLACEMENT NEEDED… I'm bored of my battery operated friend, can you 

help 0898 900 532 SEX MANIAC'S CLUB FREE MEMBERSHIP 0898 900 500 

UNCENSORED DIRECTORY HOT LINE 0898 900 522 XXX ADULT CALL 

LINES 0898 900 501 0898 900 556 0898 900 557 0898 900 558 0898 900 570 0898 

900 585 0898 900 575 0898 900 590 0898 900 580 0898 900 565 0898 900 540 0898 

900 545 0898 900 560 0898 900 595 EROTIC OFFICE ENCOUNTERS… sexy 

secretaries bend over for the big boss 0898 900 537 SUZIE… stuffs sausages, 

everywhere. Ring for details 0898 900 539 I WANT SEX… totally frustrated due to 

inadequate husband ring now… 0898 900 582 PEEPING TOM… tells all in 

uncensored details 0898 900 545 XXX adults only… 0898 900 568 ORAL ANNIE… 

out and about in Amsterdam 0898 900 597 CALLS CHARGED AT 25p PER MIN 

CHEAP RATE, 38p AT ALL OTHER TIMES SEX CONTACTS (BROADMINDED 

ADULTS ONLY PLEASE) FOR YOUNG, FREE AND SINGLE GIRLS LOOKING 

FOR FUN WITH HORNY GUYS RING THE ACTION LINE ON 0898 654 500 FO 

FRUSTRATED MARRIED LADIES SEEKING NO-STRINGS ATTACHED 

AFFAIRS RING 0898 654 516 - WITHOUT DELAY FOR MARRIED LADIES 

WHO HAVE THEIR HUSBANDS CONSENT RING 0898 654 515 STRICT 

DOMINANT GIRLS SEEKING NAUGHTY GUYS TO PUNISH ARE WAITING 

ON 0898 654 512 MATURE WOMEN (40+) SEEKING YOUNG, FIT TOYBOYS 

TO EXCITE AND DELIGHT THEM ARE READY AND WAITING ON 0898 654 

506 KINKY RUBBER/LEATHER GIRLS 0898 654 502 LARGE MATURE 

WOMEN SEEKING SEXY UNDERSTANDING MEN ON 0898 654 501 SEXY 

COUPLES SEEKING COUPLES AND SINGLES TO JOIN THEM FOR SEXY 

FUN ON 0898 654 517 MIXED SEX CONTACTS - ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW 

ABOUT MEETING A SEX LOVING PARTNER ALL SEXY GIRLS/GUYS RING 

0898 654 503 TRANSVESTITE CONTACTS RING 0898 654 507 HORNY GIRL 

WILL SEND YOU HER TINY PANTIES IF YOU RING 0898 654 513 

TRANSVESTITE TOUCH LINE 0898 654 504 EXPLICIT LESBIAN LINE 0898 

654 509 BONDAGE LOVERS RING 0898 654 511 GAYS AT PLAY 0898 654 505 



ORAL SEX GIRLS 0898 654 519 WILLING SUBMISSIVE GIRLS 0898 654 518 

FRUSTRATED MEN RING 0898 654 508 WIVES WITHOUT PANTIES 0898 884 

828 WIFE SWAPPERS WANTED 0898 884 818 CONTACT BI-SEXUAL GIRLS 

ON 0898 884 858 CONTACT KINKY SINGLE GIRLS 0898 884 852 ALL 

RUBBER LOVERS RING 0898 884 854 ALL WIFE SWAPPERS CALL 0898 884 

886 ALL KINKY LESBIANS RING 0898 884 860 GUYS! PUT YOUR FINGER IN 

THE HOLE AND CALL THESE LINES - (ADULTS ONLY) MOIST PINK LIPS - 

DEEP THROAT 0898 884 800 TIGHT WHITE GUSSETT - SEE IT ALL ON 0898 

884 815 BLACK IS BIGGEST 0898 884 832 STICKY FINGERS 0898 884 809 

TIGHT PANTIES 0898 884 807 LUCY IS JUICY 0898 884 813 MALE SLAVES 

RING 0898 884 822 2 GIRLS - 1 BED 0898 884 825 DIRTY WIVES 0898 884 829 

10" PLEASURE 0898 884 837 NICE 'N' TIGHT 0898 884 836 GIRLS AT PLAY 

0898 884 825 BLACK IS BEST 0898 884 830 PAIN AND PLEASURE 0898 884 

820 LESBIAN SEX FEVER 0898 884 823 DIRTY TALKING 0898 884 840 

LEATHER LASH 0898 884 842 MOUTH TO ORGAN 0898 884 805 MAKE ME 

GROAN 0898 884 844 VIRGIN SEX ON 0898 884 843 FILTHY FETISH 0898 884 

846 LICKING LESBIANS 0898 884 823 SLIPPERY 'N' WET 0898 884 815 

BOUND TIGHTLY 0898 884 816 ROPED INTO SEX 0836 402 806 KUTE KINKY 

KATIE 0836 402 807 LIVE HOT 'N' HORNY 0836 402 808 AFTER 9PM 

UNCENSORED 0836 402 809 LASHED BY LEATHER 0836 402 810 SPIKED 

HEELED LUST 0836 402 811 DAMP KNICKERS 0836 402 812 SPREAD 

EAGLED 0836 402 813 BONKING WIVES 0836 402 814 DIRTY CALLS 0836 402 

815 WET 'N' WILLING 0836 402 816 DIRTY NYMPHOS 0836 402 817 COUPLES 

INTO SEX 0836 402 818 BI-SEXUAL CONTACTS 0836 402 819 GAY PROBLEM 

LINE 0836 402 820 FRUSTRATED MEN RING 0836 402 825 LIVE JUICY SEX 

ON 0836 402 826 CALL DIRTY WIVES ON 0836 402 827 BIG AND BLONDE 

0836 402 828 SHE'S FEELING HORNY 0836 402 829 WIVE FOR SEX 0836 402 

830 ROUGH 'N' READY 0836 402 831 HORNY MEN ONLY RING 0836 402 832 

STRETCHED TO THE LIMIT 0836 402 833 AFTER 11PM ECSTACY 0836 654 

519 HORNY STUDS ONLY RING 0836 654 501 ALL SEXUALLY 

FRUSTRATED MEN RING 0898 884 857 FOR HORNY SEXY FAT GIRLS RING 

0898 884 849 CALL NOW FOR GYMSLIP DREAMS ON 0898 884 839 BIG 

BLACK GUY WILL SERVICE WIVES ON 0898 884 831 FOR TRANSVESTITES 

ONLY. EXPLICIT SHE-MALES 0898 884 881 OVERSIZE PANTIES 0898 884 882 

MAN OR WOMAN? 0898 884 883 SIZE 10 STILLETOES 0898 884 884 

DESMONDS SILK DREAMS 0898 884 885 T.V. SEX MASSAGE 0898 884 893 

SEX CHANGE DREAMS 0898 884 893 MEN IN STOCKINGS 0898 884 895 

LISTEN TO AND MAKE CONTACT WITH HORNY MARRIED WOMEN 0898 

884 887 SEXUALLY FRUSTRATED MEN RING 0836 402 819 NOW. DON'T 

MISS THIS! CALLS CHARGED 25p (CHEAP RATE) 38P (ALL OTHER TIMES) 

PER MIN INC VAT. PO BOX 604 BN3 3 5S RING NOW FOR THE VERY BEST 

IN ADULT TELEPHONE TALK THE BANNED TITLE 0898 200 933 DOGGY 

FASHION 0898 200 934 GIRL LOVES GIRL 0898 200 941 BLUE CLIMAX 0898 

200 942 FOURSOME FUN 0898 200 943 STRAP ON DELIGHT 0898 200 946 

SISTERS IN SEX 0898 200 947 THE PUNISHMENT LINE 0898 200 948 

MADAME STRICT 0898 200 952 TAKEN FROM BEHIND 0898 200 956 ALL 

TIED UP 0898 200 959 CALL COSTS 25p PER MIN "CHEAP" 38p OTHER 

TIMES BANNED Oral Satisfaction 0898 442 802 JUST LISTEN PUNISHMENT 

LINE RING 0898 442 806 COMPLETELY UNCENSORED HOT LESBIANS 0898 

442 804 DIRTY STRIPPER 0898 442 805 DARE YOU LISTEN! ULTIMATE 



CLIMAX 0898 442 803 DIAL NOW HOT SEX! JUST LISTEN TO THE TAPE 

RECORDING 0898 442 187 24 HOUR LINE GENUINE HOT LINE TAPE 

RECORDED MESSAGE STRICTLY XXX DIAL 0898 442 190 NO NONSENSE 

RECORDING 24 HR JUST LISTEN IF YOU DARE 0898 442 189 The hottest tape 

recorded message in the UK. DIAL NOW 24 HR CALL ME 24 HOUR LINE 

INCLUDING SATURDAY & SUNDAY 0898 442 191 Just listen to my tape 

recorded message describing my private collection of photographs. Also listen to a 

special AC/DC orgy BISEXUAL SECRETS 0898 442 807 JUST LISTEN LISTEN 

TO MY TAPE RECORDED MESSAGE TO TURN YOU ON 24 HOUR LINE 

DIAL NOW 0898 442 188 DIAL NOW ALL MESSAGES COMMENCE WITH 

WARNING & INTRODUCTIONS ST GRID CALLS CHARGED AT 25p PER 

MINUTE CHEAP RATE & 38p PER MINUTE AT ALL OTHER TIMES P.O. BOX 

242, LONDON SW15 2RJ DIAMOND NETWORK INC. CLASSIFIED 

PERSONAL THE NAUGHTY ONES and how to get the direct… full details on 0898 

884 200 SECRET SOLICITATIONS over the phone rude but discreet 0898 884 201 

AU PAIR… FRENCH AND FRUSTRATED looking for english men for explicit fun 

0898 884 202 MY HUSBAND AND I want to do it while somebody listens to us over 

the phone…call us now and we'll get at it just for you 0898 8784 203 KINKY LADY 

WITH KINKY DESIRES wishes to act them out with you… call me on 0898 884 204 

I A CUCUMBER CALL AND HEAR ME DO IT LIVE FOR YOU 0898 884 221 

BIG BUSTY GIRL requires call for telephone titbits 0898 884 205 MYSTERY 

NYMPHO on your line direct… a naughty girl who gets off by talking dirty 0898 884 

206 GROANING GLENDA for your personal pleasure… let me groan out loud for 

you 0898 884 207 DIRECT ENQUIRIES of the personal kind… let me tell you my 

intimate desires 0898 884 208 PRIVATE CONVERSATIONS with personal girls… 

get yours now 0898 884 209 LIP SERVICE AND ORAL SENSATION like you've 

never had before… call me for a super sucking sensation 210 READY, WILLING 

DEBBIE EXCITES ERECTION can she excite you the same… try her on 0898 884 

211 TRACY THE TEENAGE TEASE dial only if you think your man enough to 

handle me 0898 884 212 I'VE BEEN NAUGHTY and my husband says I must excite 

men for my punishment so call me please and I'll do as I'm told… 24 hrs available 

now… 0898 884 213 MY HUSBAND HAS DARED ME to talk naughty so call me 

and see just how good I am 0898 884 214 HI, I'M FI THE FISHMONGERS WIFE 

I've two soles, 2 heels and a very wet place… call me live 0898 884 215 PENNYS 

PERVERSIONS the ultimate in dirty dialling desires… hear them as I tell you in full 

explicit detail 0898 884 216 LADY LINDY THE QUEEN of kinks tell you all 0898 

884 217 LOUISE… I WANTED TO SEE IF I could talk naughty and turn men on… 

hear what I said 0898 884 218 NYMPHO NANNETTES naughty talk person to 

person 0898 884 219 CALL ME… I'm nervous about talking to you but I'm told I'm 

very good at turning you on 0898 884 220 DOMINATION BITCH STYLE the 

ultimate in male submissive sex… call now 0898 884 222 and get yours ME AND 

MY TOYS will perform for you dial a dildo and see what I can do with it 0898 884 

223 FRUSTRATED MY MOST INTIMATE PERSONAL DETAILS… call me and 

hear what I want from you 0898 884 224 DOMINANT BUT FRUSTRATED lady 

says "let me use you" call and be of service to my disgusting desires 0898 884 225 I 

NEED IT between the legs now… damp, desperate and disgusting young lady wants 

you now for phone sex 0898 884 226 BE TEASED TO ERECTION by Erica the 

Swedish sex machine direct on 0898 884 227 YOUNG PROFESSIONAL LADY… 

into silk knickers requires men to call and hear my requests… ultimate pleasure to the 

right caller 0898 884 228 WILDLY PASSIONATE WOMAN needs well endowed 



men to tame her… anything considered and performed 0898 884 229 LONDONS 

FAMOUS 'transport teaser' hear it direct from the girl whos been flashing all to the 

public and where to see her 0898 884 230 DESPERATE DIANA… call me… I'm 

now doing it on my car gear stick… real male substitute required 0898 884 231 THE 

DUTCHESS WANTS to be disgusting in diamonds… tired of being the lady and 

wand to be the whore w/e males to take me to the ultimate 0898 884 232 YUPPIE 

NYMPHO into champagne sex wants to 'pop your cork' call me now 0898 884 233 

MEN ONLY LUSTY LADY WANTS to play strip roulette with you call her on 0898 

884 234 and see who gets naked first PSSST, LET ME TELL YOU what I did to my 

maid… lesbian lady makes maid perform indecent acts for her… hear what 0898 884 

235 ANIMAL LUST you wouldn't believe it 0898 884 236 LET ME TELL YOU 

HOW IT WENT between my legs… perhaps next time it could be you 0898 884 237 

YOUNG LADY TELLS OF HER FIRST lesbian experience you could say 'forced 

and fingered' hear just what happened 0898 884 238 DRESSED UP DIRTY and 

nowhere to go… why not come to me… dial 0898 884 239 and we'll do it together I 

GOT HELPLESSLY GROPED was it you, call me and find out… I'll tell you all that 

happened (XXX adults only) 0898 884 240 TEASING TEACHER I remember the 

naughty things we did… call and we can tell you more… 0898 884 241 LUSTY 

LADY WANTS TO PLAY STRIP ROULETTE WITH YOU. CALL HER ON 0898 

884 234 AND SEE WHO GETS NAKED FIRST  MY HUSBANDS MADE ME pull 

my panties down and I've got to you while he plays with me I'm ready are you? 0898 

884 242 ORAL EXPERIENCE the thrill of the throat expertly delivered over the 

phone 0898 884 243 LAY STILL I want to sit on it… relax and I'll do the work 0898 

884 244 NICE AND STIFF can you help… housewife with impotent husband in 

need… call and I'll come 0898 884 245 PERSONAL LET ME MAKE IT GROW 

FOR YOU the telephone tart… is just for you live on 0898 884 246 TINAS TOTAL 

TEMPTATION LINE, the best is yet to come… 0898 884 247 DIRTY WEEKEND… 

Hi, my name's Debbie and I'm looking for a partner to join me, call 0898 884 248 for 

full details COLLEGE GIRL… in desperate need of a full release between studies 

0898 884 249 CALL ME AND BE MINE lady in need requires useable males for her 

personal pleasure 0898 884 250 FANNY'S LIPS… full of damp desire, get her live on 

0898 884 251 I'LL PULL MY SKIRT UP FOR YOU.. lady who gets her thrills 

showing her panties and how wet they are 0898 884 252 TIED TO THE BED and 

used when required… how would you like that… try it on 0898 884 253 MARRIAGE 

GUIDANCE FOR SUBMISSIVE HUSBANDS hear what get and how they get it 

0898 884 254 A MANS WORK IS NEVER DONE especially when my mistress is 

telling me what to do… call and find out my penances and life of oppression… 0898 

884 255 CALL ME… I'M NERVOUS ABOUT TALKING TO YOU BUT I'M 

TOLD I'M VERY GOOD AT TURNING YOU ON 0898 884 220 WICKED WIFE 

has tales of submissive husband… hear the things I make him do for me… 0898 884 

256 MY MALE MAID… housework and pleasuers on demand available to any 

woman in need of either… call and hear how good he is 0898 884 257 TASTE ME… 

lady who's never had the pleasure of oral erotica requires man who'll please her with 

tongue times… 0898 884 258 DISGUSTING IN DENIM… anybody want to join me? 

…I'm on 0898 884 259 DEEP THROATED JOY… the pleasures of the palate, your 

own personal suck sensation 0898 884 260 DEMANDING EXTRA'S… submissive 

masseuse who just can't say no to those naughty activities 0898 884 261 I ALWAYS 

LICK MY LIPS after a large mouthfull, call me and make me lick them again… 0898 

884 262 I NEED A BIG ONE… can you help?? call me now on 0898 884 263 I'M 

TURNED ON and need you to call me, so I can finish myself off with you… 0898 



884 264 SHY LADY NEEDS ENCOURAGING into the ways of sexual ecstasy, 

please call and instruct me 0898 884 265 INSATIABLE INGRID Dutch and 

disgusting. (XXX adults only)… 0898 884 268 SUBMISSIVE GIRL… I'm for you to 

use just as you want me anytime live on 0898 884 269 A TOUCH OF 

TRUNCHEON… lady servant for masterful male, will oblige and command… 0898 

884 270 ADULTS ONLY A FLASH OF MY GUSSETT in tight white panties… call 

me and I'll tell you where and when you can see my personal parts… 0898 884 271 

LET ME MILK YOU I want gallons of your lovely cream all over me, call and let me 

have it please, on 0898 884 272 A SUCK FOR A STING I'll bend over for you 

now… 0898 884 273 THE TRUTH BEHIND THE WET T SHIRT COMPETITION 

and how they win… 0898 884 274 BIG BOOBS tight blouse, naughty talk, it's all on 

0898 884 275 MY AMPLE ASSETS are yours to hold, call for bonanza of busty 

beauties on 0898 884 276 40+ DESIRES… life begins at 40 and I'm talking inches 

not years, call me I'm a big girl on 0898 884 277 FULL BUT FIRM BUSTED needs 

man with large hands for total coverage of her most sensitive parts, call if you can 

handle me 0898 884 278 SLIP BETWEEN MY BOOBS while I gold them together 

for you, a full tit tucking experience 0898 884 279 BIKINI BUSTING BARBIE wants 

bundles of phone fun with you, call and get it now 0898 884 280 READY, WILLING 

BIG BUSTY GIRL REQUIRES CALL FOR TELEPHONE TITBITS 0898 884 205 

RADIOGRAPHY LADY FOR X-RAY DELIGHT call her now for a see through 

experience… 0898 884 281 DOUBLE D CUP a handful of pure woman just for you 

live on 0898 884 282 LET MY FINGERS DO THE WALKING call me, lay back, 

relax and I'll perform live for you 0898 884 283 WHAT I DO WITH A BANANA 

when I'm lonely and lusty, call and find out… 0898 884 284 COME IN MY 

KNICKERS and I'll wear them for you, call me now on 0898 884 285 I LOVE MEN 

WHO TALK DIRTY TO ME, how about you? … call me now on 0898 884 286 IT'S 

LEATHER AND STILLETTO TIME for me, how about you? … call me now on 

0898 884 287 PHONE A GROAN the best in erotic groans of pleasure 0898 884 288 

0898 884 292 0898 884 289 0898 884 291 0898 884 290 (XXX) adults only, all calls 

at diallers own risk PERVERTED POLLY tells all to you of her naughty ways… 

0898 884 294 LESBIAN LESLEY lets it go… a gay experience never to be forgotten, 

call and hear it live on 0898 884 294 OBSCENE SUGGESTIONS from Jackie, can 

you handle what I have to say to you 0898 884 295 WET KNICKERED SALLY 

needs making even wetter, call me, I'm on 0898 884 296 and maybe you can help 

TANYA WANTS TO TAKE IT all so give it to me now on 0898 884 297 and make it 

hard NICE AND STIFF CAN YOU HELP HOUSEWIFE WITH IMPOTENT 

HUSBAND IN NEED CALL AND I'LL COME 0898 884 245 I LIKE MEN WHO 

DO AS THEY ARE TOLD so only call me if you're a well mannered man on 0898 

884 298 CAN YOU STAND THE PAIN? … I'm the mistress of all mistresses and 

when calling me on 0898 884 299 be prepared to be corrected in a very stern manner 

DIRECT ENQUIRIES OF THE PERSONAL KIND… LET ME TELL YOU MY 

INTIMATE DESIRES 0898 884 208 CALLS CHARGED AT 25p PER MIN CHEAP 

RATE, 38p AT ALL OTHER TIMES. P.O. BOX 272, LONDON SW11 

5QZ.SHOWER POWER BALL POINTS Continued from page 37 and it is not 

uncommon for Steve to be tied up while we take turns playing with him. Since that 

day Steve has shaved his legs, under his arms and his penis and looks quite feminine, 

I love it. Anne, Edinburgh What A Fag After reading Razzle, Vol 7, No 4, I just had to 

write and show my appreciation for Nina of Hull. What a gorgeous looking girl with a 

graet pair of tits, just right for sliding a hard cock between! When she mentioned in 

her FOOTNOTES by Tony Neat ME VELLY SWEET LITTLE CHINESE GIRL… MAI 



LING IS MY NAME! ME WORK VELLY HARD FROM MORNING 'TIL NIGHT IN 

CHINKY TAKE-AWAY! AH SO! - HOW'S ABOUT A 69? VELLY SOLLY - YOU PISS 

OFF! - ME NOT COOKING AT THIS TIME OF NIGHT!!! TWIST AND SHOOT 

Twisting and shouting away are Susie and Tanya. "We like to air our cracks in the 

light of day," they giggle as they thrust their cheeks high into the sky. Sod the light of 

day, we say, we'll have a good "It's amazing what you can do with a hosepipe and a 

few jets of warm water," said Greta, a hot-blooded young Danish damsel. Our 

photographer returned to the office worse for wear in a dishevelled state. "She turned 

me on faster than the shutter movements on my camera," he said, as he reached for a 

double gin with very little tonic in it. Yes - the girls in Razzle often have that effect, 

eh, lads! 70 Small Holdings I've been reading your quality magazine for just over two 

years and I get a lot of enjoyment (D.I.Y. wise) from it. Vol 7, No 2, featured for me, 

one of the best photo sets ever. The Fix It pages contained the most hardening pictures 

ever. I'm a real lover of a nice female bum but I've pulled over those pictures so many 

times in just one week I'll have to get a new Razzle. More please. I also read, with 

interest, the feature called 'A Good Pair Of Lungs'. I have to say that I disagree with 

Mr O'Flaherty. The one thing that arouses as much as a nice bum is a pretty girl with a 

nice flat chest! Call me odd, but flat chest is best! After 36" they look a bit sad to me. 

Small and firm I love, just like Miss Minogue, whom he mentioned. I bet I'm not the 

only one to like small grils. Someone not unlike the lovely Georgina of Vol 7, No 1, 

would be an ideal subject, she gave me many hours of satisfaction. J.B, Hants peep 

letter about inhaling on a cigarette I couldn't help but pump my throbbing cock until I 

came over the back of my hand, just the thought of a cigarette between those sexy red 

lips brought me off in just a few seconds. Maybe if she reads this letter she will send 

in more photo of herself but this time with a cigarette hanging from her mouth? 

Perhaps it will prompt others to send in pictures of themselves smoking, too. I hope 

so, because I find nothing more erotic than the sight of an attractive girl smoking a 

cigarette! Darren, Warwickshire Taking Stock-ing I have bought the new issue, Vol 7, 

No 5, of Razzle today, and I would like to say how old fashioned Andy from Grimsby 

is liking tights. More and more girls are wearing stockings these days and I for one 

like to see a beautiful pair of legs in black stockings. So please forget the tights in 

your mag, and let us see more stocking tops. A.O, Yorkshire eyeful too, please girls! 

Double-jointed or pointed doubles - can your girl get more than her knickers in a 

twist and curl up more than her Carmen rollers? Send a snap and we'll send you a 

crisp tenner. JIMMY'S RIDDLES NAUGHTY CROSSWORD Across 1. Flighty 

women (5) 4. Is king's a show of affection? (7) 8. Could be boiled, fried - or fertilised 

(3) 9. Girl's hairy complaint (5, 4) 10. Cleaning women - not clean women! (9) 13. 

Girl who might do? (3) 14. Up Dan's! Grace is a lady made of this (5, 3, 5) 17. 

Bashful (3) 18. Fruity prince - the Third Man (5, 4) 21. See 'er nude raw state when 

it's off (9) 25. Colour (3) 26. Spank Di - takes her away (7) 27. Led Zeppelin's Robert 

(5) Down 1. Bra tess used to contain them (7) 2. Jolly pirate fellow (5) 3. Short female 

relative (3) 4. Eli will need KY for this Aussie gal (5) 5. Pose (3) 6. Boy's name (3) 7. 

Fizzy (5). 11. It gives strokes for naughty boys! (5) 12. Ms Spacek (5) 13. French? 

Me? (3) 15. Happy to be the other way (3) 16. Big thing mounted by Hilary! (7) 17. 

Come and produce this (5) 19. Stinks (5) 20. Place to get a rubber from? (5) 22. Peter 

Cooke's useless partner? (3) 23. American record company (abbr) (3) 24. Farewell 

message (abbr) (3) Answers on page 79  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 71  SASCHA Sascha (36-24-36) lives with her poodle, 

Roderick, in Wiltshire. We asked her what her hobbies were, to which she replied: 

"Flirting and cock-teasing on a good day. Origami when the going gets bad," she 



laughed. We asked her what she'd made in Origami. "Oh, luckily I've had a few flaps 

and folds of real skin to play with recently, although I did make an Origami penis 

once," she confesses. "it wasn't very good. I use it as a waste paper basket." What can 

we say, obviously a girl with big ideas and very nimble fingers! 2 MARKET PLACE 

Strictly Classified BOOK MAGS THONGS MEN'S & WOMEN'S MADE FROM 

VERY SOFT BLACK, WHITE, OR RED GLOVING LEATHER Soft, sexy and 

beautiful to wear with shaped back MEN'S £6.00 WOMEN'S £5.00 Inc P & P 

ORDER NOW stating colour required (Full refund if not delighted) Our Exciting 

Brochure Free with order or only £1 DEPT PR28 972 London Road, Leigh-on Sea 

Essex S59 3NG Designs in Leather MAGAZINES, instant-contact! Magazines, phone 

numbers, photo's, through-out Britain. send £5, Star Enterprises, PO Box 177 

Liverpool L69 7BX 4 CLUBS ADAM AND EVE SAUNA CLUB Britain's first 

sauna club for liberated people. Open 6 nights per week from 5pm - 11pm 2 mixed 

saunas, pool room, video lounges, private rooms, sunbeds, 206 Liverpool Road, 

Eccles, Manchester 061 789 8500 5 DATING SERVICES CANDID Nationwide 

adult contacts (0306) 731084, S.A.E. P.O. Box 78, Dorking, Surrey RH5 6YT 

Seeking an oriental  partner or just a sexual encounter, we have both, send SAE to, In 

Touch, P.O. Box 69, Reigate, Surrey RH2 8YX, or send £5 for latest hot horny 

contact magazine, 0293 785329, 24 hr answerphone 6 ESCORTS INTELLECTUAL 

escorts, naughty ladies, sophisticated secretaries, bored housewives, glamorous 

models, unique and interesting. 01-749 2513 TOPKATS escorts Heathrow, City, 

Gatwick, Middlesex/Bucks, Surrey/Kent, Hampshire/Berkshire. Tel 0836 640924 

(0932) 873302 ACADEMY GIRLS LONDON'S BIGGEST SELECTION OF 

BEAUTIFUL ESCORTS  STUDENT AU-PAIRS SPORTSGIRLS NURSES 

TEACHERS FASHION MODELS AIR HOSTESSES ENGLISH,  SWEDISH, 

LATIN, ASIAN AND MANY MORE ALL EDUCATED, FUN AND FRIENDLY 

(01) 727 2767 CLASS "A" escorts available. Manchester 061-202 3553 EDUCATED 

and sophisticated European lady for very special occasion 01-579 8484 

CLEANLINESS is our beauty! Precious escorts. Memorable, are our company! 

Sweetly yours - 01-724 3835 7 VIDEO TRY BEFORE YOU BUY Latest original 

American and German XXXX VHS videos. Free catalogue and 10 days trial. R.C.M., 

Box 8313, London WC1N 3XX. SHOCKING! We guarantee you'll be shocked by 

our 90 minute sample video. Stunning beauties, all girl lesbian action. Explicit, with 

no holds barred. Full 90 minute video only £10 sent by return under plain cover. 

Seven day money back guarantee, if not completely satisfied! Send orders to: Paul 

Holland Promotions, Dept (RA), Rivington House, 82 Great Eastern Street, London 

EC2A 3JL Latest imports also available. NEW ADULT GLAMOUR VIDEOS 

Attracive girls go topless working out in the Gym, Aerobics in and outdoors plus Oil 

and Erotic Topless. (1) Topless Gym girls 52 mins with 5 girls. (2) Topless Aerobics 

55 mins with 9 girls, each £17.50 or both £29.50. (3) Oil and Erotic 57 mins with 6 

girls for £25 incl. P&P State VHS/Beta. Photosets: Gym/Aerobics and Oil/Erotic £12 

for 15. Festelle Video, PO Box 187, Dereham, Norfolk NR20 4SY. IMPORTED adult 

videos. S.A.E. to Leisure Mail, 206 High Road, London E10 5PS. 10 MASSAGE 

FRANCE de Paris. Friendly massage by a lovely busty brunette 01-629 7569 ST. 

ALBANS massage by slim pretty 18yr old masseuse. Tel 0727 24868. Mon-Fri. 

9.30am-6pm. SWEDISH and French massage by experienced young blonde 

masseuse. Brighton 605983. NORTHANTS Masaha for a sensual relaxed massage. 

Tel 0933 57222. ASSISTED bath and massage by a lovely Japanese lady. 01-789 

9875. LEEDS, private massage by lovely lady, ring 0532 703866. LEEDS, private 

massage by lovely lady, ring 0532 703886 BRIGHTON centre attractive young lady 



provides the ultimate massage  726740. MASSAGE by beautiful English blonde. 

Hyde Park area. 01-221- 5051. LIPSTICK, for that secret and intimate live phone 

affair 0836 684986. LOVELY leggy blonde gives superb corrective massage in 

delightful atmosphere. Ring Vivienne 01-499-1486. BRIGHTON, delightful, 

understanding young blonde masseuse, offers a luxury massage for the discerning 

businessman. Mon-Sat, 11.00am - 9.30pm 0273 727627 HARROGATE, North 

Yorkshire, best private massage. Ring 0423 563007. DELECTABLE ex-glamour 

model (genuine) will massage and refresh you 01-723 1868 CURVY blonde offers 

exciting massage in luxury apartment, W2. 727 4090. ATTRACTIVE blonde for a 

leisurely massage. Call Maggie on 01-890 4956. SOPHIE bubbly blonde gives light 

fingertip massage. Baker St. 01-224 0444. AMY gives leisurely massage to 

professional gents wanting that extra touch. Tel. 01-968 5411. BIRMINGHAM. 

Refreshing young blonde offers massage in a private apt. Tel. Kim 021-428 1246. 11 

TELEPHONE ENTERTAINMENT LADY, 25, large flat S.W. London, seeks DIY 

enthusiast. Odd jobs, some decorating, in exchange for discreet personal favours. 

Phone 0898 884100. HOUSEWIFE offers FREE bed and board to well hung man. 

Not weekends. Discretion assured. 0898 884101.ATTRACTIVE LADY, 30, large 

breasts loves suspenders, seeks man for sexy fun. Will travel. Phone 0898 884102 

anytime and listen. BEAUTIFUL Asian girl will teach you the Kama Sutra, dial 0898 

884103 and hear my message. FIRST ad. Sexy educated young lady wants to met 

attractive couple for fun. Will bring boyfriend if required 0898 884104. INTIMATE 

meetings sought by 18 year old Sally, 38-23-36. Very expensive tastes so a rich older 

man preferred. 0898 884105. 18 YEAR OLD SALLY needs a lover who can satisfy. 

I'm loaded so you needn't be. If you want sex call me. 0898 884106. COLLEGE girl, 

small breasts, long slim legs, dark hair, attractive, wants kind but physical man to 

teach her about sex. No strings. Experienced men only ring 0898 884107. 

UNDERSTANDING female needs to meet men who will wear her panties and 

stockings. 0898 884108 47 YEAR old divorcee  has time on her hands, her own flat 

and longs for a superb stud to satisfy her raging desires 0898 884109. LESBIAN 

couple want man to watch them make love. Possible involvement for a suitable 

applicant. Masturbation lovers welcome. 0898 884110. SHY young virgin wants to be 

seduced by an older woman 0898 884111. ORIENTAL girl wants to go straight. 

Phone 0898 884112 and hear my plea. KINKY lesbian fun. Just dial and listen. 0898 

884113. USE your tongue on me and hear me moan. 0898 884114. I WANT to feel a 

hard tool slide into me 0898 884115. NAUGHTY lesbian action. 0898 884116 (24 

hrs). EXPLICIT two girl 0898 884117. TWO traffic wardens in uniform will let you 

watch. 0898 884118. SWAP raunchy photos of sex young wife for same. 0898 

884119. RIP my tights off now 0898 884120. PINK and parted lips 0898 884121. 

THREE sex hungry wives want a man to indulge 0898 884122. SHORT skirt and no 

panties. 0898 884123. HORNY nympho sucks 0898 884124. HOT lips, parted 

thights. 0898 884125. DIRTY young Jane loves going down 0898 884126. LET me 

watch you with my wife 0898 884127. BLACK stocking tops, white thighs, no 

panties. 0898 884128. YOUNG housewife seeks discreet sexy men for occasional 

afternoon fun. 0898 884129. LARGE dominant matron wants men to discipline 0898 

884130. SEX slave needed 0898 884131. SHORT leather skirt, seamed black 

stockings. 0898 884132. NAUGHTY girl needs spanking 0898 884133. BIG girl 

wears leather and spanks naughty boys 0898 884134. HEADMISTRESS will cane 

you if you dare to dial 0898 884135. CLIMAX with Sandy 0898 884136. ORAL sex 

0898 884137. LET me lick and suck your banana 0898 884138. SLIDE in slowly 

0898 884139. NAUGHTY night nurse, steaming sex. 0898 884140. PULL my 



knickers down. 0898 884141. TWO young girls, very attractive, very sexy, offer 

personal services 0898 884142. TENSION or frustrated? Call Samantha now on 0898 

884143. DANIELLE offers personal discreet service 0898 884144. MASSAGE by 

beautiful blonde. Luxury flat 0898 884145. ORIENTAL beauty gives stimulating 

eastern massage 0898 884146. 18 YEAR old Susie was a virgin until she worked as 

an escort. Hear the sordid dirty details on 0898 884147. LADY cyclist has used 

panties to give away to deserving men 0898 884148. NURSE in uniform gives bed 

baths 0898 884149. GORGEOUS Blonde. Young Model wants to talk dirty. Call 

0836 402802 LESBIAN Lovers are turned on by men watching them in action. 

Willing voyeurs phone 0836 403358. YOUNG Sue aims to please, but needs a man to 

make her climax. Real men dial 0836 402804. HEAR all the action from this dirty 

girl. Ring 0836 402 800. STRIP me, feel me, hear me. Just dial 0836 402803 and 

listen. DIAL a girl on 0836 403359. NYMPHO needs satisfying. If you can help ring 

0836 403391 today (24 hours). SHOCKING! Dial 0836 402801 to hear how I can 

satisfy you. LINGERIE. If lingerie turns you on, particularly ripped and torn tights, 

call me now on 0836 403357. OLDER Lady wishes to dominate. Ring 0898 200913. 

Lines are for entertainment only. Charged at 25p per min. cheap and 38p per min 

other times. Supplied by Glamour Art Productions. THE ULTIMATE XXXX! Here's 

an offer most people only dream of!  Your chance to discover the sensual beauty of 

the world's most desirable women as they enjoy their wildest sexual experiences… in 

front of your very own eyes. A visual feast of the hottest, sexiest beauties engaged in 

explosive full length sex scenes that will leave you speechless! High quality, 

uncensored imported titles that will ensure your complete satisfaction and leave you a 

lasting impression. A full length non-stop xxx action sample title, together with our 

fully photographed explicit catalogue, may now be yours for the introductory bargain 

price of just £15.00! What's more we Guarantee complete discretion and service 

second to none. Send for this truly amazing offer TODAY… and bring your dreams 

and fantasies closer to you. VHS & BETA STUDIO ONE (MO) SUITE 493 

TEXRYTE HOUSE SOUTHGATE ROAD LONDON N1 3JH MONEY BACK 

GUARANTEE BEAUTIFUL Brazilian for sexual relaxing time for the selective and 

discreet W1 01-439 6771. MADAM Ebony for fantasies and corrective massage. 01-

724 1255 or 01-723 3889. FOR a sensuous massage by a talented masseuse. 01-706 

4875. SENSUOUS massage at Heathrow or visiting all areas 01-570 7363. CAN WE 

TALK? Ring me up today for private conversation. I'm waiting to hear from you 

LIVE 01-01-416-868-1640 MAJOR CREDIT CARDS MORE DIRTY XXX 

DIALLING LOLLIPOP LICKING 0836 402 116 SPANKING GOOD 0836 402 117 

24 HR. SEX 0836 402 118 SILK PANTIES 0836 402 119 MISS DOMINANT 0836 

402 120 LESBIAN JACKIE 0836 402 121 SUSPENDERS 0836 402 122 BLOW 

JOB 0836 402 123 COME WITH ME 0836 402 124 PINK PUSSY 0836 402 125 

Fantasy Productions calls charged at 25p per min cheap, 38p other times. HOT - 

PHONE - SEX SELF SATISFACTION 0836 402 126 ORAL CLIMAX 0836 402 

127 SLAVE GIRL 0836 402 128 HOT & WAITING 0836 402 129 PAMELA 

SUCKS 0836 402 130 PANTING PAM 0836 402 131 BIG MAN WANTED 0836 

402 132 DIRTY SEX FANTASIES 0836 402 133 HOUSEWIFE DESIRES 0836 402 

134 PUNISH ME 0836 402 135 LEATHER LADY 0836 402 136 ADULTS (OVER 

21) ONLY 0836 402 137 SMACKED BOTTOM 0836 402 138 PERT NIPPLES 

0836 402 139 LET ME LICK YOU 0836 402 140 TALKDIRTY TO ME 0836 402 

141 PANTIE PLEASURE 0836 402 142 HORNY & WET 0836 402 143 BANANA 

EATING 0836 402 144 STIFF & READY 0836 402 155 SUSPENDERS 146 

FANTASY PRODUCTIONS CALLS CHARGED AT 25P PER MIN CHEAP, 38P 



OTHER TIMES BRIGHTON Massage, mens luxury playpen in lovely surroundings. 

0273 821269. BIRMINGHAM pretty blonde offers massage in private 021 456 3157 

Zoey. FOR that personal touch in first class luxury. 061-202 2699. PHSYCHO sexual 

therapist, impotency, premature ejaculation, stress and fatigue treated 01-724 3835. 

BIRMINGHAM massage, jacuzzi, herbal bath. Friendly attractive lady. 021-236 

8128. MASSAGE body therapy and behavioural tuition. By Sharon. Tel. Norwich 

(0603) 666331. HARROGATE A truly gentle caring massage. Gorgeous Denise 0423 

- 526437. COVENTRY. Massage by attractive young lady. Call Jody. 0203-619698. 

KNIGHTSBRIDGE. Beautiful young blonde offers relaxing massage in discreet 

luxury. Emma 01-589 6740. Oversexed Housewife and Girlfriends Have naughty 

striptease videos and photo sets, with lots of stockings, suspenders, gymslips, french 

maid, big boobs, uniforms, and revealing close ups, etc, etc. Sample 1 hr compilation 

tape £16. Sample photo set with illustrated details and lists £6. Must be over 18. SSM 

Pomotions (Dept RA) P.O. Box 182, Frinton, Essex, CO13 0HN. LEEDS. Massage in 

lady's own home. Mobile No. 0836 781534. A PRIVATE discreet massage. 

Nottingham 0602-692538. BIRMINGHAM - beautiful young masseuse awaits your 

pleasure now. 021 454 7961. LADIES or gents well equipped male provides massage. 

Call John 042-692 6068. Any area. KNICKERS AND PANTIES Read and see it in 

FEMINISE MONTHLY For lovers of knickers August, issue 16, out now £4 6 issue 

£21 SAE details Feminise, PO Box 34, Blackburn BB2 2DS RENT A MAILBOX 

Completely confidential mailing address available now £8.00pw or £21.00pm Ring 

now for immediate rental on 01-353 1236 ext 21 or call in at 6 Albemarle Way 

London EC1V 4JB DIRTY XXX DIALLING RUBBER PARTY 0836 402 156 

CLIMAX WITH MANDY 0836 402 157 SUSIE SUCKS! 0836 402 158 RAW SEX 

0836 402 159 STOCKING TOPS 0836 402 160 DIRTY SALLY 0836 402 800 

ANITA THE ESCORT 0836 402 801 HOT AND HORNY 0836 402 802 SHAVEN 

PUSSY 0836 402 803 BLUE KNICKERS 0836 402 804 RANDY HOUSEWIVES 

0836 402 805 Fantasy Productions calls charged 25p per min. cheap 38p per min 

other times RENT address. Confidential mailing address. Telephone. Leeds 435765. 

Address 18a Leighton Street, Leeds, LS1 3BU. 17 PERSONAL PHONE MESSAGES 

18 YR old deliciously naughty college girl seeks headmaster figure for dormitory 

spanking sessions 0898 122300 BISEXUAL lady (28) with younger girlfriend 

urgently wants a super stud to act out her fantasies with. Girlfriend to watch. 

Possibility of threesomes. Dial 0898 122301. 43 YEAR old housewife, enormous 

breasts, brunette, loves wearing stockings and suspenders, will give sex education 

lessons to young men in exchange for a few little jobs around the house. Telephone 

0898 122302. HELP! Plain but energetic girl (23) desperately wants older man (or 

couple) for sex tuition. No weirdo's, I want to try everything. Phone 0898 122303.  

WANTED! Well hung men for sex video. No time wasters, call any time 0898 

122304. RELAXING soothing blow job. 0898 122305. SPORTSGIRL has used blue 

knickers. Masturbation lovers only phone 0898 122306. ATTRACTIVE lady (29), 

understanding husband, seeks physical men for sexy fun and recreation, no weekends. 

Phone 0898 122307. LARGE breasted, busty female seeks shy young man to teach 

about sex. Call 0898 122308. DRIVE me wild in bed. Divorcee 26 years. 0898 

122319. From Europe's Sex Capital "AMSTERDAM" Sensational Explicit Adult 

videos. We only deal in high quality professionally-made films, whose producers use 

only the most beautiful Adult film stars. LARGE ILLUSTRATED VIDEO 

CATALOGUE £5 to Connoisseur Collectors (22p stamp please). 1 hour trailer shows 

(10 films), Video (VHS/Beta). £20. Send: U.K. Cheques/International money 

orders/postal orders. Guaranteed discreet delivery, UK Despatch. Inga Svendson 



(Dept RA) Post Box 664, 1180 AR Amstelveen, Holland ADULT PHOTOSETS VIK 

ATTRACTIVE young girl has a wide selection of photos of herself and many friends. 

English and Oriental girls photographed at play. Oriental Girl Set A £5.00 Oriental 

Girl Set B £5.00 Oriental Girl Set C £5.00 English girl Set D £5.00 Shaven Girl Set E 

£5.00 Shaven Girl Set F £5.00 Mixed Girl Set G £5.00 Vik's Sample Set H £5.00 Any 

Four Sets £15.00 Any Five Sets £20.00 PAULA P.O. Box 9 (RA), Ilford, Essex IG1 

1LW. New models always required. RANDY HOUSEWIFE AND FRIENDS Have 

explicit colour photosets. Singles, duos, couples. Discreet colour developing service 

and post to order. 2 lovely brunettes with/without boyfriends available for appreciate 

voyeurs or photographers. Send £5 for 20 girl sample. Lists to P.O. box 55 (Raz) 

Romney Marsh, Kent TN29 9UP. FOR the very best in hand massage 0898 122309 

TWO young female students, very tanned, very physical, very poor, want young man 

(or men) to entertain them. If we like you we can be really dirty. Please phone, 

evenings only, 0898 122310. HOUSEWIFE with plenty of free time (36)  wishes to 

meet man for all sorts of sexy fun. Must be discreet. Your place only. Big men ring 

0898 122311. FRENCH au pair seeks English men for sexy fun. Weekends only but 

call anytime on 0898 122312. BROADMINDED divorcee (28) seeks horny single 

men or couples for sex and mutual satisfaction. Ring 0898 122313. LESBIAN couple 

who may be bi-sexual seek large hung man to give pleasure, or just to watch, call on 

0898 122314. VIRGIN, 19, needs kind considerate experienced man. Please help me 

0898 122315. HOUSEWIFE is into being tied up and caned. Husband isn't. 

Adventurous man wanted to fulfil my fantasy. Call discreetly 0898 122316. 

DRIPPING with money. Rich girl, single, tall, slim but curvey, wants a man for good 

physical sex. Call Jessica 0898 122317. RANDY mother and daughter want a sexy 

threesome with any well built stud who calls 0898 122318. Lines are for 

entertainment only. Supplied by Josand, P.O. Box 123C KT10 0AR. Calls charged 

25p per min. cheap 38p per min other times. LINZI LIVE! PART FIVE BOWLED 

OVER Linzi Drew's here for you, sporting her slick, City look. She's a true blue 

British thoroughbred, watching cricket on the green, eating fish and chips and having 

sex 6.4 times a weeek. "Hold it there," said Linzi, "did you say 6.4 times a week? In 

that case I'm only half British - but I'll keep my fish 'n' chips, ta!" 78 A BIT UP THE 

BACK RECORD YOUR SEX LIFE Do you ooze with spunky sex appeal? Or is a 

quick bonk on a Saturday night your idea of exotic nookie? Follow our guide and 

you'll find out… AFTERNOON KNICKER SNIFFING SESSION CUNT SUCKING 

TO MUSIC MISSIONARY POSITION WITH NEIGHBOUR'S DAUGHTER 

BLOWJOB ON THE BALCONY TALKING DIRTY DOWN THE PHONE THREE IN 

A BED ORGY MUNDANE MONDAY TORRID TUESDAY WANKING WEDNESDAY 

MIDWEEK MASSACRE FLIRTATION FRIDAY SATURDAY NIGHTFEVER SAUCY 

SUNDAY Little Black Book Calendar VERY IMAGINATIVE - Your cock's up like a 

flag pole 24 hours a day, pumping and spurting with a fierce velocity belonging only 

to a super stud like yourself. IMPROVEMENT REQUIRED - Your sex life is 

slacking as fast as a guy rope in a storm. Take a few tips from our chart and buck up 

your ideas, and manhood!  BUCK UP YOUR BITS! Cunt, to you, is something you 

couldn’t do in your maths lesson. Get shagging tonight, preferably in her wet-look 

nightie! JIMMY'S RIDDLES ANSWERS CROSSWORD. Across: 1 Birds; 4 Kissing; 

8 Egg; 9 Split Ends; 10 Scrubbers; 13 May; 14 Sugar and Spice; 17 Sky; 18 Harry 

Lime; 21 Underwear; 25 Dye; 26 Kidnaps; 27 Plants. Down: 1 Breasts; 2 Roger; 3 

Sis; 4 Kylie; 5 Sit; 6 Ian; 7 Gassy; 11 Birch; 12 Sissy; 13 Moi; Gay; 16 Everest; 17 

Spunk 19 Reeks; 20 India; 22 Dud; 23 RGA; 24 Rip.  GET EM OUT: Apes, apse, east, 

eats, inset, naps, neat, neap, nape, nest, pant, pint, pent, paint, pane, pain, peat, penis, 



past, pest, pate, pine, paste, snipe, sate, sane, sine, seat, site, snap, snip, spin, span, 

spent, spite, spate, saint, sent, spat, spit, satin, stain, spine, sepia, ties, tips, tape, tine. 

MISS FITS: 74-Lorna-Plumber-Girl-on-top; 76 Wendy-Milkman-Doggy style; 78-

Lesley-Gasman-Missionary. JIGSAW JOLLIES: 7-6-5, 4-3-1, 2-9-8.FOUR-PLAY: 

Lass, Bass, Bars, Bard, Bird. Published by Paul Raymond Publications Ltd, 2 Archer 

Street, London W1V 7HE (Tel 01 734 9191) and originated and printed by 

Hunterprint Group PLC. This periodical is sold subject to the following conditions: 

namely that it shall not, without the written consent of the publishers first given, be 

lent, resold or hired out or otherwise disposed of in a mutilated condition or in any 

unauthorised cover by way of Trade or affixed to as part of any publication or 

advertising, literary or pictorial matter whatsoever or sold to anyone under the age of 

18. Editeur responsable pour la Belgique: M D Sharrock, Avenue de la Toison d'or 

23, Boite 14, 1050 Iscelles, Bruxelles. All contributions, including colour 

transparencies and photographs submitted to the magazine are sent at the owner's 

risk, and while every care is taken, neither Paul Raymond Publications Ltd, nor its 

agents accept liability for loss or damage. Distributed by COMAG, Tavistock Road, 

West Drayton, Middlesex UB7 7OE (West Drayton 4405) Telex 8813787 COMAG G. 

1989. Copyright © Paul Raymond Publications Ltd., 1989. 79 RAZZLE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


